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Abstract: We embed Duquesne and Le Gall’s stable tree into a binary compact continuum random
tree (CRT) in a way that solves an open problem posed by Goldschmidt and Haas. This CRT can
be obtained by applying a recursive construction method of compact CRTs as presented in earlier
work to a specific distribution of a random string of beads, i.e. a random interval equipped with a
random discrete measure. We also express this CRT as a tree built by replacing all branch points
of a stable tree by rescaled i.i.d. copies of a Ford CRT. Some of these developments are carried out
in a space of 8-marked metric spaces generalising Miermont’s notion of a k-marked metric space.
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1. Introduction
Stable trees were introduced by Duquesne and Le Gall [14] as a family of continuum random trees (CRTs)
parametrised by a self-similarity parameter α P p1, 2s to describe the genealogical structure of continuous-
state branching processes with branching mechanism λ ÞÑ λα. As such they form a subclass of Le´vy trees
[33] and contain Aldous’s Brownian CRT [2–4] as a special case (α “ 2). They were studied by Miermont
and others [14, 15, 21, 23, 24, 33, 35, 36] in the context of self-similar fragmentations and by several
authors to establish invariance principles [7, 11, 13, 22, 30] and other properties [9, 10]. Furthermore,
they have deeper connections to random maps and Liouville quantum gravity [12, 32, 38].
We represent trees as R-trees, i.e. compact metric spaces pT , dq such that any two points x, y P T are
connected by a unique path rrx, yss in T , which is furthermore required to have length dpx, yq. All our R-
trees are rooted at a distinguished ρ P T . We refer to a rooted R-tree pT , d, ρq equipped with a probability
measure µ as a weighted R-tree pT , d, ρ, µq, and equip sets of isometry classes of R-trees and weighted
R-trees with the Gromov-Hausdorff and the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology, respectively.
Ever since Aldous [4], such trees have been built sequentially from a single branch rrρ,Σ0ss, grafting
further branches (line segments) ssJk´1,Σkss to build trees Tk spanned by a growing finite number of
points ρ,Σ0, . . . ,Σk, k ě 1, finally passing to the closure/completion T of Ťkě0 Tk. In a given weighted
R-tree pT , d, ρ, µq, a natural sequence pΣk, k ě 0q may be obtained as an independent sample from µ.
For the Brownian CRT, Aldous [4] gave an autonomous description of the resulting tree-growth process
pTk, k ě 0q by breaking the half-line r0,8q at the points pSk, k ě 0q of an inhomogeneous Poisson
process with linearly growing intensity tdt on r0,8q, each segment sSk, Sk`1s grafted in a point Jk chosen
uniformly from the length measure on the structure Tk already built, with T0 “ r0, S0s.
In Aldous’s construction, the branch points Jk, k ě 0, are distinct, the trees binary. This construction
reveals some of the local complexity of the limiting tree, since elementary thinning of Poisson processes
shows that every branch receives a dense set of branch points. Goldschmidt and Haas [20] generalised
this line-breaking construction to all stable trees pT , d, ρ, µq, which are not binary for α P p1, 2q. They
describe
Tk “
kď
i“0
rrρ,Σiss, k ě 0, for a sample Σi „ µ, i ě 0, (1.1)
not quite autonomously, as Aldous does in the special case α “ 2, but by assigning weights
W
piq
k , i P rbks, k ě 0, (1.2)
to each branch point vi of Tk, where pvi, i ě 1q is the sequence of distinct branch points in their order of
appearance in pTk, k ě 0q, and bk ě 0 is the number of branch points of Tk. Here, rbs :“ t1, . . . , bu.
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Specifically, it will be convenient to change the usual parametrisation of the stable trees from a pa-
rameter α P p1, 2s to an index β “ 1 ´ 1{α P p0, 1{2s. For k ě 0, the sum of the branch point weights
pW piqk , i P rbksq and the total length Lk “ LebpTkq of Tk is given by Sk, where pSk, k ě 0q is the Mittag-
Leffler Markov chain [20, 23, 26] with parameter β, starting from S0 „ MLpβ, βq with transition density
fSk`1|Sk“z pyq “ fpz, yq “
1´ β
Γp1{βq py ´ zq
1{β´2 ygβpyq
gβpzq , 0 ă z ă y, k ě 0.
Here, MLpα, θq denotes the Mittag-Leffler distribution with parameters 0 ă α ă 1 and θ ą ´α (cf.
Section 3.1), and gβp¨q is the density of MLpβ, 0q. Then Sk “W p1qk ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `W pbkqk ` Lk „ MLpβ, β ` kq.
Algorithm 1.1 (Goldschmidt-Haas [20]). Let β P p0, 1{2s. We grow discrete R-trees Tk with weights
W
piq
k in the branch points vi, i P rbks, of Tk, and edge lengths between vertices, as follows.
0. Let pT0, ρq be isometric to pr0, S0s, 0q, where S0 „ MLpβ, βq; let b0 “ 0 and W piq0 “ 0, i ě 1.
Given pTj , pvi, i P rbjsq, pW piqj , i P rbjsqq, 0 ď j ď k, and Sk “ Lk`W p1qk `¨ ¨ ¨`W pbkqk , where Lk “ LebpTkq,
1. select Ik “ i for each branch point vi of Tk with probability proportional to W piqk , i P rbks; or select
an edge Ek Ă Tk with probability proportional to its length and let bk`1 “ bk ` 1, Ik “ bk`1;
2. if an edge Ek is selected, sample vbk`1 from the normalised length measure on Ek;
3. sample Sk`1 with density fpSk, ¨q and an independent Bk „ Betap1, 1{β ´ 2q; attach to Tk at
Jk :“ vIk a new branch of length pSk`1 ´ SkqBk to form Tk`1; increase the weight of Jk “ vIk to
W
pIkq
k`1 “W pIkqk ` pSk`1 ´ Skqp1´Bkq, and set W pjqk`1 “W pjqk , j ‰ Ik.
When β “ 1{2, we understand Bk “ 1, so W piqk “ 0 for all i ě 1, k ě 0, and Lk “ Sk for all k ě 0. We
obtain a sequence of compact binary R-trees whose evolution is determined by attachment points chosen
uniformly at random according to the length measure, and the total length given by the Mittag-Leffler
Markov chain of parameter β “ 1{2, which can be seen to correspond to an inhomogeneous Poisson
process of rate 12 tdt. Hence, this reduces to Aldous’s line-breaking construction of the Brownian CRT [4].
It was shown in [20] that the sequence of trees pTk, k ě 0q in Algorithm 1.1 has the same distribution
as the sequence of trees from (1.1), i.e. we can formally define the stable tree of index β P p0, 1{2s as the
(Gromov-Hausdorff) limit T of Tk, as k Ñ 8. See also [20] for an alternative line-breaking construction
of the sequence pTk, k ě 0q, where branch point selection is based on vertex degrees instead of weights.
Goldschmidt and Haas [20] asked if there was a sensible way to associate a notion of length with the
branch point weights in Algorithm 1.1. We answer this question by using the branch point weights to
build rescaled Ford trees whose lengths correspond to these weights. Ford trees arise in the scaling limit
of Ford’s alpha model studied in [18, 23] and in the context of the alpha-gamma-model [8] for γ “ α,
which is also related to the stable tree in the case when γ “ 1 ´ α. Ford trees are examples of binary
self-similar CRTs and have also been constructed via line-breaking:
Algorithm 1.2 (Haas-Miermont-Pitman-Winkel [23, 41]). Let β1 P p0, 1q. We grow R-trees Fm, m ě 1:
0. Let pF1, ρq be isometric to pr0, S11s, 0q, where S11 „ MLpβ1, 1´ β1q.
Given Fj , 1 ď j ď m, let S1m “ LebpFmq denote the length of Fm;
1. select an edge Em Ă Fm with probability proportional to its length;
2. if Em is external, sample Dm „ Betap1, 1{β1 ´ 1q and place Jm P Em to split Em into length
proportions Dm and 1´Dm; otherwise, sample Jm from the normalised length measure on Em;
3. sample S1m`1 with density fpS1m, ¨q; attach to Fm at Jm an edge of length S1m`1´S1m to form Fm`1.
The sequence of trees pFm,m ě 1q has as its (Gromov-Hausdorff) limit a CRT F as k Ñ8, a so-called
Ford CRT of index β1 P p0, 1q, see [23, 41]. We refer to the trees Fm, m ě 1, as Ford trees. In the case
when β1 “ 1{2, Algorithm 1.2 corresponds to Aldous’s construction of the Brownian CRT.
We combine the line-breaking constructions given in Algorithms 1.1 and 1.2 in the framework of
8-marked R-trees, which we introduce in Section 2.2 as a natural extension of Miermont’s notion of
k-marked trees [37]. An 8-marked R-tree pT , pRpiq, i ě 1qq is an R-tree pT , d, ρq with non-empty closed
connected subsets Rpiq Ă T , i ě 1. We will refer to this setting as a two-colour framework, meaning that
the marked set
Ť
iě1Rpiq and the unmarked remainder T z
Ť
iě1Rpiq are associated with two different
colours. The marked components in the line-breaking construction below correspond to rescaled Ford
trees with lengths equal to the branch point weights in Algorithm 1.1 and the unmarked remainder gives
rise to a stable tree. Selection of a branch point in Algorithm 1.1 corresponds to an insertion into the
respective marked component in the enhanced line-breaking construction given by Algorithm 1.3.
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Figure 1: Example of rT5 with four branch points v1, . . . , v4.
Branch point weights W
p1q
5 , . . . ,W
p4q
5 are represented as lengths of marked subtrees Rp1q5 , . . . ,Rp4q5 .
Algorithm 1.3 (Two-colour line-breaking construction). Let β P p0, 1{2s. We grow 8-marked R-trees
pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1qq, k ě 0, as follows.
0. Let pT0˚ , ρq be isometric to pr0, S0s, 0q, where S0 „ MLpβ, βq; let r0 “ 0 and Rpiq0 “ tρu, i ě 1.
Given pTj˚ , pRpiqj , i ě 1qq, 0 ď j ď k, let Sk “ LebpT ˚k q be the length of T ˚k and rk “ #ti ě 1: Rpiqk ‰ tρuu;
1. select an edge E˚k Ă T ˚k with probability proportional to its length; if E˚k Ă Rpiqk for some i P rrks,
let Ik “ i; otherwise, i.e. if E˚k Ă T ˚k z
Ť
iPrrksR
piq
k , let rk`1“rk`1, Ik“rk`1;
2. if E˚k is an external edge of Rpiqk , sample Dk „ Betap1, 1{β´2q and place J˚k to split E˚k into length
proportions Dk and 1´Dk; otherwise, i.e. if E˚k Ă T ˚k z
Ť
iPrrksR
piq
k or if E
˚
k is an internal edge of
Rpiqk , sample J˚k from the normalised length measure on E˚k ;
3. sample Sk`1 with density fpSk, ¨q and an independent Bk „ Betap1, 1{β´ 2q; attach to T ˚k at J˚k a
new branch of length Sk`1´Sk to form T ˚k`1, and add toRpIkqk the part of length pSk`1´Skqp1´Bkq
closest to the root to form RpIkqk`1; set Rpjqk`1 “ Rpjqk , j ‰ Ik.
Indeed, we obtain the correspondence of the branch point weights in Algorithm 1.1 and the lengths of
the marked subtrees in Algorithm 1.3, as well as marked subtrees as in Algorithm 1.2, up to scaling:
Theorem 1.4 (Weight-length representation). Let pTk, pW piqk , i ě 1q, k ě 0q be as in Algorithm 1.1.
Let pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, k ě 0q be the sequence of 8-marked R-trees constructed in Algorithm 1.3, and letĂW piqk “ LebpRpiqk q denote the length of Rpiqk , i ě 1, respectively. For k ě 1, contract each component Rpiqk
to a single branch point rvi by using an equivalence relation, and denote the resulting tree by rTk. Then´rTk,´ĂW piqk , i ě 1¯ , k ě 0¯ d“ ´Tk,´W piqk , i ě 1¯ , k ě 0¯ . (1.3)
See Figure 1. Furthermore, there exist positive random variables Cpiq and subsequences pkpiqm ,m ě 1q,
i ě 1, such that the rescaled marked subtrees grow like Ford trees of index β1 “ β{p1´ βq, i.e.´
CpiqRpiq
k
piq
m
,m ě 1
¯
d“ pFm,m ě 1q , (1.4)
for all i ě 1 where pCpiqRpiq
k
piq
m
,m ě 1q, i ě 1, are independent of each other.
To obtain limiting 8-marked CRTs, we introduce a suitable metric d8GH in Section 2.
Theorem 1.5 (Convergence of two-colour trees). Let pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, k ě 0q be as above. Then
lim
kÑ8
´
T ˚k ,
´
Rpiqk , i ě 1
¯¯
“
´
T ˚,
´
Rpiq, i ě 1
¯¯
a.s. (1.5)
with respect to d8GH, where pT ˚, pRpiq, i ě 1qq is a compact 8-marked R-tree. Furthermore,
• the tree rT , obtained from T ˚ by contracting each component Rpiq to a single branch point rvi, is a
stable tree of parameter β;
• there exist scaling factors pCpiq, i ě 1q such that the trees CpiqRpiq, i ě 1, are i.i.d. copies of a Ford
CRT F of index β1 “ β{p1´ βq, and the trees CpiqRpiq, i ě 1, are independent of rT .
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The scaling factors Cpiq can be given explicitly in terms of the masses of the subtrees of the stable
tree rT above the branch point rvi. We can in fact use this, with the ingredients listed in Theorem 1.5, to
construct the two-colour tree pT ˚, pRpiq, i ě 1qq from a stable tree pT , µq by replacing each branch point
by a rescaled independent copy of a Ford CRT:
Theorem 1.6 (Branch point replacement in a stable tree). Let pT , d, ρ, µq be a stable tree of index
β P p0, 1{2s equipped with an i.i.d. sequence of labelled leaves pΣk, k ě 0q sampled from µ. Consider the
reduced trees pTk, k ě 0q as in (1.1) with branch points pvi, i ě 1q in order of appearance. For each i ě 1,
consider the path from the root to the leaf with the smallest label above vi and the following variables:
• the total mass P piq “ řjě1 P piqj of the subtrees rooted at vi on this path with masses pP piqj , j ě 1q,
in the order of their smallest labels;
• the random variable Dpiq “ limnÑ8
`
1´řjPrns P piqj {P piq˘1´βp1´βqβ´1nβ derived from pP piqj , j ě 1q.
For i ě 1, replace vi by an independent Ford tree F piq of index β1 “ β{p1 ´ βq with distances rescaled
by
`
Cpiq
˘´1 “ `P piq˘β ¨ `Dpiq˘β{p1´βq “ limnÑ8 `P piq ´řjPrns P piqj ˘βp1´ βq´βnβ2{p1´βq. Specifically, the
root of F piq is identified with vi and the subtrees rooted at vi are attached to leaves of F piq in the order
of their appearance in Algorithm 1.2. Then the tree T ˚ obtained here in the limit after all replacements
has the same distribution as the tree T ˚ in Theorem 1.5.
We will formalise this construction in Section 5.3. The random variable Dpiq is the so-called p1 ´ βq-
diversity of the mass partition pP piqj {P piq, j ě 1q „ GEMp1 ´ β,´βq, where GEMpα, θq denotes the
Griffiths-Engen-McCloskey distribution with parameters α P r0, 1q, θ ą ´α, whose ranked version is the
Poisson-Dirichlet distribution PDpα, θq. Note that, when β “ 1{3, we have β1 “ 1{2, which means that we
replace the branch points of the stable tree by rescaled i.i.d. Brownian CRTs. This should be compared
with Le Gall [32], who effectively contracts subtrees in the middle of a Brownian CRT to obtain a stable
tree of parameter 3/2. Neither his subtrees nor our T ˚ appear to be rescaled Brownian CRTs.
The proofs of Theorems 1.5 and 1.6, in particular the compactness of T ˚, are based on an embedding
of pT ˚k , k ě 0q into a compact CRT whose existence follows from earlier work [45] where we constructed
CRTs via i.i.d. copies of a random string of beads, i.e. any random interval equipped with a random
discrete probability measure, see Section 5.1 here for details. The distribution ν of the string of beads
needed to obtain this compact CRT combines two pβ, θq-strings of beads (for θ “ β and θ “ 1´2β), which
arise in the framework of ordered pβ, θq-Chinese restaurant processes as introduced in [41]. A pβ, θq-string
of beads is an interval of length K „ MLpβ, θq equipped with a discrete probability measure whose atom
sizes are PDpβ, θq, arranged in a random order that yields a regenerative property. It is crucial for our
argument to equip each reduced tree with a mass measure which effectively captures projected subtree
masses. This naturally leads to a new line-breaking construction of the stable tree where the selection of
the attachment point Jk is based on masses rather than lengths, and where a proportion of the mass in
Jk is spread over the new branch, depending on the degree degpJk, Tkq of Jk in Tk.
Algorithm 1.7 (Line-breaking construction of the stable tree with masses). Let β P p0, 1{2s. We grow
weighted R-trees pTk, µkq, k ě 0, as follows.
0. Let pT0, µ0q be isometric to a pβ, βq-string of beads.
Given pTj , µjq with µj “ řxPTj µjpxqδx, 0 ď j ď k,
1.-2. sample Jk from µk;
3. given degpJk, Tkq “ d ě 2, let Qk „ Betapβ, pd´ 2qp1´ βq ` 1´ 2βq, and let ξk be an independent
pβ, βq-string of beads; to form pTk`1, µk`1q, remove QkµkpJkqδJk from µk and attach to Tk at Jk
an isometric copy of ξk with measure rescaled by QkµkpJkq and metric rescaled by pQkµkpJkqqβ .
Theorem 1.8. In Algorithm 1.7, pTk, k ě 0q has the same distribution as the sequence of trees in (1.1)
(and as in Algorithm 1.1). In particular, limkÑ8 Tk “ T a.s. in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology for a
stable tree T . Furthermore, limkÑ8pTk, µkq “ pT , µq a.s. in the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology.
The proof of Theorem 1.8 is based on the following well-known property of the stable tree, phrased
in different terminology in [24, Corollary 10(3)], and [41, discussion after Corollary 8], where the link
between pβ, βq-strings of beads and a Bessel bridge of dimension 2β was established.
Proposition 1.9. Let pT , µq be a stable tree of parameter β P p0, 1{2s, and let Σ0 „ µ. Consider the spine
T0 “ rrρ,Σ0ss, and equip T0 with the mass measure µ0, capturing the masses of the connected components
of T zT0 projected onto T0. Then pT0, µ0q is a pβ, βq-string of beads.
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This paper is structured as follows. We introduce the framework of 8-marked R-trees in Section 2,
and collect some preliminary results in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the study of the two-colour
line-breaking construction, while Section 5 deals with its convergence to compact CRTs, as well as the
branch point replacement. In Section 6, we study a discrete two-colour tree-growth process whose two-step
scaling limit is the two-colour CRT. An appendix includes some proofs postponed from earlier sections.
2. R-trees and marked metric spaces
2.1. R-trees and the Gromov-Hausdorff topology
A compact metric space pT , dq is called an R-tree [16, 31] if for each x, y P T the following holds.
(i) There is an isometry fx,y : r0, dpx, yqs Ñ T such that fx,yp0q “ x and fx,ypdpx, yqq “ y.
(ii) For all injective paths g : r0, 1s Ñ T with gp0q “ x and gp1q “ y, we have gpr0, 1sq “ fx,ypr0, dpx, yqsq.
We denote the range of fx,y by rrx, yss :“ fx,y pr0, dpx, yqsq. All our R-trees will be rooted at a distinguished
element ρ, the root of T . We call two R-trees pT , d, ρq and pT 1, d1, ρ1q equivalent if there is an isometry
from T to T 1 that maps ρ onto ρ1. We denote by T the set of equivalence classes of rooted R-trees,
which we equip with the Gromov-Hausdorff distance dGH [17] to obtain the Polish space pT, dGHq. The
Gromov-Hausdorff distance between two R-trees pT , d, ρq and pT 1, d1, ρ1q is defined as
dGH
`pT , d, ρq , `T 1, d1, ρ1˘˘ :“ inf
ϕ,ϕ1
 
max
 
δ
`
ϕ pρq , ϕ1 `ρ1˘˘ , δH `ϕ pT q , ϕ1 `T 1˘˘(( , (2.1)
where the infimum is taken over all metric spaces pM, δq and all isometric embeddings ϕ : T Ñ M,
ϕ1 : T 1 ÑM into the common metric space pM, δq, and δH is the Hausdorff distance between compact
subsets of pM, δq. It is well-known that the Gromov-Hausdorff distance only depends on equivalence
classes of rooted R-trees, and we equip T with the Borel σ-algebra BpTq induced by dGH.
We can enhance a rooted R-tree by considering a probability measure µ on its Borel sets BpT q, and
call pT , d, ρ, µq a weighted R-tree. We call pT , d, ρ, µq and pT 1, d1, ρ1, µ1q equivalent if there is an isometry
from T to T 1 such that ρ is mapped onto ρ1 and µ1 is the push-forward of µ under this isometry. We let
Tw denote the set of equivalence classes of compact weighted R-trees. Then Tw is Polish when equipped
with the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov distance dGHP induced by
dGHP
`pT , d, ρ, µq , `T 1, d1, ρ1, µ1˘˘ :“ inf
ϕ,ϕ1
 
max
 
δ
`
ϕ pρq , ϕ1 `ρ1˘˘ , δH `ϕ pT q , ϕ1 `T 1˘˘ , δP `ϕ˚µ, ϕ1˚ µ1˘((
(2.2)
for weighted R-trees pT , d, ρ, µq and pT 1, d1, ρ1, µ1q, where ϕ,ϕ1, δH are as in (2.1), ϕ˚µ, ϕ1˚ µ are the
push-forwards of µ, µ1 via ϕ,ϕ1, respectively, and δP is the Prokhorov distance on the space of Borel
probability measures on pM, δq given by δP pµ, µ1q “ inf t ą 0: µpDq ď µ1pDq `  @D ĂM closedu,
where D :“ tx PM : infyPD δpx, yq ď u denotes the -thickening of D.
While some of our developments are more easily stated in pT, dGHq or pTw, dGHPq, others benefit from
more explicit embeddings into a particular metric space pM, δq, which we will mostly choose as
M “ l1pN20q :“
#
psi,jqi,jPN0 P r0,8qN
2
0 :
ÿ
i,jPN0
si,j ă 8
+
with the metric induced by the l1-norm. This is a variation of Aldous’s [2–4] choice M “ l1pNq. We
denote by Temb the space of all compact R-trees T Ă l1pN20q with root 0 P T , which we equip with the
Hausdorff metric δH, and by Tembw the space of all weighted compact R-trees pT , µq with T P Temb, which
we equip with the metric δHPppT , µq, pT 1, µ1qq “ maxtδHpT , T 1q, δPpµ, µ1qu.
Proposition 2.1 (e.g. [45]). (i) pTemb, δHq and pTembw , δHPq are separable and complete.
(ii) For all T , T 1 P Temb we have dGHpT , T 1q ď δHpT , T 1q, and for all pT , µq, pT 1, µ1q P Tembw , we have
dGHPppT , µq, pT 1, µ1qq ď δHPppT , µq, pT 1, µ1qq.
(iii) Every rooted compact R-tree is equivalent to an element of Temb, and every rooted weighted compact
R-tree is equivalent to an element of Tembw .
(iv) For Tn P Temb with Tn Ď Tn`1, n ě 1, and the closure T :“ Ťně1 Tn, we have pTn, n ě 1q convergent
in pT, dGHq if and only if limnÑ8 δHpTn, T q “ 0. In particular, in this case T is compact.
For T P Temb and c ą 0, we define cT :“ tcx : x P T u. More generally for any R-tree pT , dq, we slightly
abuse notation and denote by cT the metric space pT , cdq obtained when all distances are multiplied by
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c. We consider random R-trees whose equivalence class in T has the distribution of a stable or Ford tree,
and also refer to these trees as stable or Ford trees, and to the associated law on T as their distribution.
If x P T ztρu is such that T ztxu is connected, we call x a leaf of T . A branch point is an element x P T
such that T ztxu has at least three connected components. We refer to the number of these components
as the degree degpx, T q of x. We denote the sets of all leaves and branch points by LfpT q and BrpT q. If
T zBrpT q has only finitely many connected components, we call T a discrete R-tree and these components
(with or without one or both endpoints) edges. We denote the set of edges by Edg(T ), and call #LfpT q
the size of T . Also, |T | :“ #EdgpT q. We call the discrete graph with edge set Edg(T ) the shape of T .
In the case of discrete weighted R-trees it will often be of interest how the total mass of 1 is distributed
between the edges, with possibly some mass in branch points, which for convenience we will also write
in the form E “ tvu. For any weighted R-tree pT , µq with n edges/branch points E1, . . . , En, the vector
pX1, . . . , Xnq with Xi :“ µpEiq, i P rns, is called the mass split in T . We will also consider mass splits in
subtrees R Ă T , i.e. mass splits in pR, µpRq´1µæRq. To distinguish mass splits in the “big” tree T and
in “small” subtrees, we will speak of the total and internal (or relative) mass splits, respectively.
The limiting trees of the weighted R-trees in our constructions will be continuum trees, i.e. weighted
R-trees pT , d, µq such that the probability measure µ on T satisfies the following three properties. (i) µ
is supported by the set Lf(T q of leaves of T . (ii) µ is non-atomic, i.e. for any x P LfpT q, µpxq “ 0. (iii)
For any x P T zLfpT q and Tx :“ tσ P T : x P rrρ, σssu, we have µpTxq ą 0.
It is an immediate consequence of (i)-(iii) that, for any continuum tree pT , dq, the set of leaves LfpT q
is uncountable and that it has no isolated points. Finally, we introduce the notion of a reduced subtree
RpT , x1, . . . , xnq :“
ď
iPrns
rrρ, xiss (2.3)
of an R-tree T spanned by the root and x1, x2, . . . , xn P LfpT q. Note that RpT , x1, . . . , xnq is a discrete
R-tree with root ρ and leaves x1, . . . , xn. We further consider the projection map
pik : T Ñ RpT , x1, . . . , xkq, y ÞÑ fρ,y psuptt ě 0: fρ,yptq P RpT , x1, . . . , xkquq , (2.4)
where fρ,y : r0, dpρ, yqs Ñ T is the unique isometry with fρ,yp0q “ ρ and fρ,ypdpρ, yqq “ y from the
definition of an R-tree. The push-forward of a probability measure µ on T via this projection map is
denoted by ppikq˚µ, i.e.
ppikq˚µ pDq “ µ
`
pi´1k pDq
˘
, D Ă RpT , x1, . . . , xkq Borel measurable. (2.5)
More details on R-trees and proofs for the statements made in this section can be found in [6, 16, 31].
2.2. 8-marked R-trees
We introduce 8-marked R-trees to capture the framework of an R-tree with infinitely many marked
components. This is a generalisation of Miermont’s concept of a k-marked metric space, [37, Section 6.4].
In the context of the two-colour line-breaking construction, the marked components correspond to the
rescaled Ford trees by which we replace the branch points in the stable line-breaking construction. Each
Ford tree, i.e. each connected red component, is related to a new marked subset of the 8-marked R-tree.
A k-marked R-tree pT , d, ρ, pRp1q, . . . ,Rpkqqq, k ě 1, is a rooted R-tree pT , d, ρq with non-empty
closed connected subsets Rp1q, . . . ,Rpkq Ă T . We call two k-marked R-trees pT , d, ρ, pRp1q, . . . ,Rpkqqq
and pT 1, d1, ρ, pR1p1q, . . . ,R1pkqqq equivalent if there exists an isometry from T to T 1 such that each Rpiq
is mapped onto R1piq, i P rks, respectively, and ρ is mapped onto ρ1. If T and T 1 are equipped with mass
measures µ and µ1, we speak of weighted k-marked R-trees, and we call them equivalent if there is an
isometry from T to T 1 such that each Rpiq is mapped onto R1piq, i P rks, ρ is mapped to ρ1 and µ1 is the
push-forward of µ under this isometry. The set of equivalence classes of k-marked R-trees is denoted by
Trks, and Trksw is the set of equivalence classes of weighted k-marked R-trees.
For k-marked R-trees pT , d, ρ, pRp1q, . . . ,Rpkqqq, pT 1, d1, ρ1, pR1p1q, . . . ,R1pkqqq P Trks, define
d
rks
GH
´´
T , d, ρ,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpkq
¯¯
,
´
T 1, d1, ρ1,
´
R1p1q, . . . ,R1pkq
¯¯¯
:“ inf
ϕ,ϕ1
"
max
"
δH
`
ϕ pT q , ϕ1 `T 1˘˘ , max
1ďiďk δH
´
ϕ
´
Rpiq
¯
, ϕ1
´
R1piq
¯¯
, δ
`
ϕ pρq , ϕ `ρ1˘˘** (2.6)
where the infimum is taken over all isometric embeddings ϕ, ϕ1 of T , T 1 into a common metric space
pM, δq, and δH is the Hausdorff distance on pM, δq. It was shown in [37] that drksGH is a metric on Trks.
Lemma 2.2 ([37, Proposition 9(ii)]). The space pTrks, drksGHq is separable and complete.
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We extend the notion of a k-marked R-tree to an 8-marked R-tree pT , d, ρ, pRpiq, i ě 1qq. The marked
components Rpiq, i ě 1, of an 8-marked R-tree pT , pRpiq, i ě 1qq are themselves R-trees when equipped
with the metric restricted to Rpiq, and rooted at the point of Rpiq closest to the root of T , i ě 1. We
will consider 8-marked R-trees pT , d, ρ, pRpiq, i ě 1qq with a discrete branching structure, and distin-
guish between internal and external edges of Rpiq. External edges of Rpiq are edges connecting a branch
point/root and a leaf of Rpiq, internal edges connect two branch points or the root and a branch point.
As in the k-marked case, 8-marked R-trees pT , d, ρ, pRpiq, i ě 1qq, pT 1, d1, ρ1, pR1piq, i ě 1qq are equiva-
lent if there is an isometry from T to T 1 such that ρ is mapped onto ρ1, and eachRpiq is mapped ontoR1piq,
i ě 1, respectively. We write T8 for the set of equivalence classes of compact8-marked R-trees, and equip
it with the metric d8GH :“
ř
kě1 2´kd
rks
GH, i.e. for pT , d, ρ, pRpiq, i ě 1qq, pT 1, d1, ρ1, pR1piq, i ě 1qq P T8,
d8GH
´´
T , d, ρ,
´
Rpiq, i ě 1
¯¯
,
´
T 1, d1, ρ1,
´
R1piq, i ě 1
¯¯¯
:“
ÿ
kě1
2´kdrksGH
´´
T ,
´
Rpiq, . . . ,Rpkq
¯¯
,
´
T 1,
´
R1p1q, . . . ,R1pkq
¯¯¯
. (2.7)
Corollary 2.3. The space pT8, d8GHq is separable and complete.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, for any k ě 1, there exists a countable dense subset Ck Ă Tk such that for any
 ą 0 and any pT , d, ρ, pRp1q, . . . ,Rpkqqq P Trks, there is pT 1, d1, ρ1, pR1p1q, . . . ,R1pkqqq P Ck with
d
rks
GH
´´
T ,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpkq
¯¯
,
´
T 1,
´
R1p1q, . . . ,R1pkq
¯¯¯
ă . (2.8)
For any k ě 1, the set C1k :“
!´
T 1,
´
Rp11q, . . . ,Rpk1q, tρ1u, tρ1u, . . .
¯¯
:
`T 1, `R1p1q, . . . ,R1pkq˘˘ P Ck) is
countable. For any pT , pRp1q,Rp2q, . . .qq P T8 there is pT 1, pR1p1q, . . . ,R1pkq, tρ1u, tρ1u, . . .qq P C1k such that
(2.8) holds when we restrict to the first k marked components, i.e. for diampT q “ suptdpx, yq : x, y P T u,
d8GH
´´
T ,
´
Rpiq, i ě 1
¯¯
,
´
T 1,
´
R1piq, i ě 1
¯¯¯
ď 2´k `1` 2` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` 2k´1˘` ÿ
něk`1
2´ndiam pT q ă 
for k large enough. Therefore, C8 :“ Ťkě1C1k is countable and dense in T8, i.e. pT8, d8GHq is separable.
To see that pT8, d8GHq is complete, consider a Cauchy sequence pTn, pRpiqn , i ě 1q, n ě 1q in T8. By
definition of d8GH, for any k ě 1, the sequence pTn, pRp1qn , . . . ,Rpkqn q, n ě 1q is Cauchy in Trks. By Lemma
2.2, pTrks, drksGHq is complete, and we conclude that there is pT , pRp1q, . . . ,Rpkqqq P Trks such that
lim
nÑ8
´
T ,
´
Rp1qn , . . . ,Rpkqn
¯¯
“
´
T ,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpkq
¯¯
. (2.9)
Furthermore, the limits (2.9) are easily seen to be consistent as k varies, i.e. given (2.9) for some k ě 2,
lim
nÑ8
´
T ,
´
Rp1qn , . . . ,Rpk´1qn
¯¯
“
´
T ,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpk´1q
¯¯
(2.10)
in pTrk´1s, drk´1sGH q. We conclude that there is pT , pRp1q,Rp2q, . . .qq such that
lim
nÑ8 d
8
GH
´´
Tn,
´
Rpiqn , i ě 1
¯¯
,
´
T ,
´
Rpiq, i ě 1
¯¯¯
“ 0.
We can extend d
rks
GH to a metric on T
rks
w by adding a Prokhorov component to d
rks
GH. For any k P t1, 2, . . .u
and pT , pRp1q, . . . ,Rpkqq, µq, pT 1, pR1p1q, . . . ,R1pkqq, µ1q P Trks, we define
d
rks
GHP
´´
T ,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpkq
¯
, µ
¯
,
´
T 1,
´
R1p1q, . . . ,R1pkq
¯
, µ1
¯¯
:“ inf
ϕ,ϕ1
"
max
"
δH
`
ϕ pT q , ϕ1 `T 1˘˘ , max
1ďiďk δH
´
ϕ
´
Rpiq
¯
, ϕ1
´
R1piq
¯¯
, δ
`
ϕ pρq , ϕ1 `ρ1˘˘ , δP `ϕ˚µ, ϕ1˚ µ1˘**
where ϕ,ϕ1 and ϕ˚µ, ϕ1˚ µ1 are as in (2.2) and (2.6). In the spirit of (2.7), we define
d8GHP
´´
T ,
´
Rpiq, i ě 1
¯
, µ
¯
,
´
T 1,
´
R1piq, i ě 1
¯
, µ1
¯¯
“
ÿ
kě1
2´kdrksGHP
´´
T ,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpkq
¯
, µ
¯
,
´
T 1,
´
R1p1q, . . . ,R1pkq
¯
, µ1
¯¯
(2.11)
for two weighted 8-marked R-trees pT , pRpiq, i ě 1q, µq and pT 1, pR1piq, i ě 1q, µ1q.
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Lemma 2.4. The function d
rks
GHP defines a distance on T
rks
w , and the space pTrksw , drksGHPq is separable and
complete, for any k P t0, 1, 2, . . . ;8u.
Proof. For k P t0, 1, 2, . . .u, the proof is a direct generalisation of the proof of Lemma 2.2. In particular,
it is straightforward to generalise the results about dGHP in [37, Section 6.2/6.3] to d
rks
GHP. For k “ 8, the
claim can then be deduced as in the proof of Corollary 2.3.
Remark 2.5. Miermont [37] introduced the more general concept of a k-marked metric space, and studied
the space Mrks of equivalence classes of k-marked metric spaces. Trks is a closed subset of Mrk`1s ([17,
Lemma 2.1]), i.e. the results on pTrks, drksGHq presented here follow from his study of pMrks, drksGHq, k ě 0.
3. Mittag-Leffler distributions, strings of beads and stable trees
3.1. Dirichlet and Mittag-Leffler distributions
In this section, we present the distributional relationships that are key for our constructions. A random
variable L follows a (generalised) Mittag-Leffler distribution with parameters pα, θq for α ą 0 and θ ą ´α
if its pth moment is given by
E rLps “ Γpθ ` 1qΓpθ{α` 1` pq
Γpθ{α` 1qΓpθ ` pα` 1q , p ě 1, (3.1)
for short L „ MLpα, θq. The moments (3.1) uniquely characterise MLpα, θq, cf. [39].
The Mittag-Leffler distribution naturally appears when we study lengths in the trees considered in this
paper. To analyse mass and length splits across the branches of these trees we have to consider Dirichlet
distributions. We will be able to relate mass and length splits on the edges using the following result.
Proposition 3.1 ([20] Proposition 4.2). Let β P p0, 1q. For n ě 2, let θ1, . . . , θn ą 0 and let θ :“ řiPrns θi.
Consider S „ MLpβ, θq and an independent vector pY1, . . . , Ynq „ Dirichletpθ1{β, . . . , θn{βq. Then,
S ¨ pY1, . . . , Ynq d“
´
Xβ1 S
p1q, . . . , XβnSpnq
¯
(3.2)
where pX1, . . . , Xnq „ Dirichletpθ1, . . . , θnq and Spiq „ MLpβ, θiq, i P rns, are independent.
We will also need some standard properties of the Dirichlet distribution.
Proposition 3.2. Let n P N, θ1, . . . , θn ą 0 and X :“ pX1, . . . , Xnq „ Dirichletpθ1, . . . , θnq.
(i) Symmetry. For any permutation σ : rns Ñ rns, `Xσp1q, . . . , Xσpnq˘ „ Dirichlet `θσp1q, . . . , θσpnq˘.
(ii) Aggregation and deletion. Let X 1 :“ přiPrmsXi, Xm`1, . . . , Xnq for some m P rn ´ 1s. Then the
vectors X 1 „ Dirichlet`řiPrms θi, θm`1, . . . , θn˘ and X˚ :“ pX1{řiPrmsXi, . . . , Xm{řiPrmsXiq „
Dirichlet pθ1, . . . , θmq are independent.
(iii) Decimation. Let i P rns, m P N, and let θi,1, . . . , θi,m ą 0 be such that řjPrms θi,j “ θi. Con-
sider an independent random vector pP1, . . . , Pmq „ Dirichlet pθi,1, . . . , θi,mq . Then we have X2 :“
pX1, . . . , Xi´1, P1Xi, . . . , PmXi, Xi`1, . . . , Xnq „ Dirichlet pθ1, . . . , θi´1, θi,1, . . . , θi,m, θi`1, . . . , θnq .
(iv) Size-bias. Let I P rns be a random index such that PpI “ i|X1, . . . , Xnq “ Xi a.s. for i P rns. Then,
conditionally given I “ i, we have X „ Dirichlet pθ1, . . . , θi´1, θi ` 1, θi`1, . . . , θnq for any i P rns.
Furthermore, we have PpI “ iq “ θi
Lř
jPrns θj.
Proof. We refer to [46, Propositions 13-14, Remark 15], and the Gamma variable representation for the
Dirichlet distribution.
3.2. Chinese restaurant processes and strings of beads
We consider pα, θq-strings of beads for α P p0, 1q, θ ą 0, arising in the scaling limit of ordered pα, θq-
Chinese restaurant processes (CRPs), cf. [25, 39, 41]. Consider customers labelled by rns :“ t1, . . . , nu
sitting at a random number of tables as follows. Let customer 1 sit at the first table. At step n ` 1,
conditionally given that we have k tables with n1, . . . , nk customers, the next customer labelled by n` 1
• sits at the ith occupied table with probability pni ´ αq{pn` θq, i P rks;
• opens a new table to the left of the first table, or between any two tables with probability α{pkα`θq;
• opens a new table to the right of the last table with probability θ{pkα` θq.
This induces the ordered pα, θq-CRP prΠn, n ě 1q. The classical unordered pα, θq-CRP pΠn, n ě 1q is ob-
tained from prΠn, n ě 1q by ordering the blocks by least labels. For n P N, we write Πn “ pΠn,1, . . . ,Πn,Knq
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and rΠn “ prΠn,1, . . . , rΠn,Knq for the blocks of the two partitions of rns, where Kn denotes the number of
tables at step n. The block sizes at step n form random compositions of n, n ě 1, i.e. sequences of positive
integers pn1, . . . , nkq with sum n “ řjPrks nj . The composition related to rΠn, n ě 1, can be shown to be
regenerative in the sense of Gnedin and Pitman [19].
The number of tables Kn at step n, rescaled by n
α, converges a.s., i.e. there is Lα,θ ą 0 a.s. such that
Lα,θ “ lim
nÑ8n
´αKn a.s.. (3.3)
The distribution of Lα,θ can be identified as MLpα, θq. Furthermore, there are limiting proportions
pP1, P2, . . .q of the relative table sizes n´1#Πn,i, i P rKns, as nÑ8 in order of least labels, i.e.
lim
nÑ8
`
n´1#Πn,1, . . . , n´1#Πn,Kn
˘ “ pP1, P2, P3, . . .q “ `V1, V 1V2, V 1V 2V3, . . .˘ a.s. (3.4)
where pVi, i ě 1q are independent with Vi „ Betap1 ´ α, θ ` iαq, and V i :“ 1 ´ Vi. The distribution
of the vector pP1, P2, . . .q is a Griffiths-Engen-McCloskey distribution GEMpα, θq. Ranking pPi, i ě 1q in
decreasing order we obtain a Poisson-Dirichlet distribution pP Ói , i ě 1q :“ pPi, i ě 1qÓ „ PDpα, θq. Each
Pi, i ě 1, is further associated with a position on the limiting interval r0, Lα,θs induced by the table order.
Lemma 3.3 ([41, Proposition 6]). Consider an ordered pα, θq-CRP prΠn “ prΠn,1, . . . , rΠn,Knq, n ě 1q for
α P p0, 1q, θ ą 0. Let Nn,j :“ řiPrjs#rΠn,i, j P rns, be the number of customers at the first j tables from
the left. Then,
lim
nÑ8
 
n´1Nn,j , j ě 0
( “ Nα,θ :“  1´ e´Gt , t ě 0(cl a.s. (3.5)
with respect to the Hausdorff metric on closed subsets of r0, 1s, where cl denotes the closure in r0, 1s, and
pGt, t ě 0q is a subordinator with Laplace exponent Φα,θpsq “ sΓps` θqΓp1´ αq{Γps` θ ` 1´ αq.
There is a continuous local time process L “ pLpuq, u P r0, 1sq for Lnpuq :“ #tj P rKns : n´1Nn,j ď uu,
u P r0, 1s, such that
lim
nÑ8 supuPr0,1s
|n´αLnpuq ´ Lpuq| “ 0 a.s.
where Nα,θ is the set of points at which L increases a.s..
We refer to the collection of open intervals in r0, 1szNα,θ as the (α, θ)-regenerative interval partition
associated with the local time process L, where Lp1q “ Lα,θ a.s.. Note that the joint law of ranked lengths
of components of this interval partition is PDpα, θq. The inverse local time L´1 defined by
L´1 : r0, Lα,θq Ñ r0, 1q, L´1pxq :“ inftu P r0, 1s : Lpuq ą xu, (3.6)
is right-continuous increasing. We equip the random interval r0, Lα,θs with the Stieltjes measure dL´1.
Definition 3.4 (String of beads). A string of beads pI, λq is an interval I equipped with a discrete
mass measure λ. A measure-preserving isometric copy of pr0, Lα,θs, dL´1q associated as above with an
pα, θq-regenerative interval partition r0, 1szNα,θ is called an pα, θq-string of beads, for α P p0, 1q, θ ą 0.
We can view a string of beads pr0,Ks, λq as a weighted R-tree consisting of one single branch connecting
the root 0 with a leaf at distance K.
Since the lengths of the interval components of an pα, θq-regenerative interval partition r0, 1szNα,θ are
the masses of the atoms of the associated pα, θq-string of beads, we conclude that the joint law of the
masses pP Ói , i ě 1q of the atoms of an pα, θq-string of beads ranked in decreasing order is PDpα, θq. It is
well-known that the length Lα,θ „ MLpα, θq of an pα, θq-string of beads can be recovered from the ranked
atom masses pP Ói , i ě 1q or the vector pPi, i ě 1q of the stick-breaking representation (3.4) via
Lα,θ “ lim
iÑ8 iΓp1´ αqpP
Ó
i qα “ lim
kÑ8
¨˝
1´
ÿ
iPrks
Pi‚˛
α
α´αk1´α, (3.7)
which is the so-called α-diversity of pP Ói , i ě 1q „ PDpα, θq, cf. [39, Lemma 3.11].
One of the key properties of pα, θq-strings of beads is the regenerative nature inherited from the
underlying regenerative interval partition, cf. [19]. Pitman and Winkel [41] developed a method (“pα, θq-
coin-tossing sampling”) to sample an atom of an pα, θq-string of beads such that the two strings of beads
obtained in this way are rescaled independent pα, αq- and pα, θq-strings of beads (the first one being the
one closer to the origin). The mass split between the two induced interval components and the selected
atom is Dirichletpα, 1 ´ α, θq, with parameters assigned in their order on the interval r0, Lα,θs. When
θ “ α, the special sampling reduces to uniform sampling from the mass measure dL´1.
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Proposition 3.5 ([41, Proposition 10/14(b), Corollary 15]). Let pI, λq :“ pr0, Lα,θs, dL´1q be an pα, θq-
string of beads for some α P p0, 1q, θ ą 0. Then there is a random variable J P p0, Lα,θq on a suitably
enlarged probability space such that the following are independent.
• The mass split pλpr0, Jqq, λpJq, λppJ, Lα,θsqq „ Dirichletpα, 1´ α, θq;
• (the isometry class of) the pα, αq-string of beads pλpr0, Jqq´αr0, Jq, λpr0, Jqq´1λær0,Jqq;
• (the isometry class of) the pα, θq-string of beads pλppJ, Lα,θsq´αpJ, Lα,θs, λppJ, Lα,θsq´1λæpJ,Lα,θsq.
In Section 4 we will formulate the algorithms of the introduction based on masses rather than lengths.
In particular, the attachment points in the update step will be mass-sampled, not length-sampled. The
following lemma will imply that that the algorithms based on masses induce the length versions.
Lemma 3.6. Let pX1, . . . , Xnq „ Dirichletpθ1, . . . , θnq for some θ1, . . . , θn ą 0 and n P N, and let
pr0, Lis, λiq be independent pα, θiq-strings of beads, respectively, i P rns.
• Select I 1 “ j P rns with probability Xj and, conditionally given I 1 “ j, select L1 P r0, Ljs via
pα, θjq-coin tossing sampling on pr0, Ljs, λjq.
• Select I2 “ j P rns with probability proportional to Xαj Lj and, conditionally given I2 “ j, select
L2 “ BLj where B „ Betap1, θj{αq is independent.
Then pI 1, L1, . . . , LI1´1, L1, LI1 ´ L1, LI1`1, . . . Lnq d“ pI2, L1, . . . , LI2´1, L2, LI2 ´ L2, LI2`1, . . . Lnq .
Proof. We need to show that, for any bounded and continuous function f : Rn`2 Ñ R
E
“
f
`
I 1, L1, . . . , LI1´1, L1, LI1´L1, LI1`1, . . . , Ln
‰˘ “ E “f `I2, L1, . . . , LI2´1, L2, LI2´L2, LI2`1, . . . Ln ‰˘ .
(3.8)
Conditioning on I 1 “ j, and using Proposition 3.2(iv), the LHS of (3.8) is
ÿ
jPrns
E
“
f
`
I 1, L1, . . . , LI1´1, L1, LI1 ´ L1, LI1`1, . . . Ln
˘ | I 1 “ j‰
¨˝
θj
N ÿ
iPrns
θi‚˛.
Conditionally given I 1 “ j, we select an atom of the pα, θjq-string of beads via pα, θjq-coin tossing sam-
pling. By Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.2(ii), the mass split p1´λjpL1qq´1 pλj pr0, L1qq , λj ppL1, Ljsqq „
Dirichlet pα, θjq and the pα, αq- and the pα, θq-strings of beads given by´
λ
`“
0, L1
˘˘´α r0, L1q, λ `“0, L1˘˘´1 λær0,L1q¯ , ´λ ``L1, Lj‰˘´α `L1, Lj‰ , λ ``L1, Lj‰˘´1 λæpL1,Ljs¯ ,
respectively, are independent. By Proposition 3.1, we conclude that the relative length split on r0, Ljs is
L1{Lj „ Betap1, θj{αq. To see (3.8), proceed likewise with the RHS of (3.8), using that, by Proposition 3.1,
pL1, . . . , Lnq „ Dirichletpθ1{α, . . . , θn{αq. More precisely, note that PpI2 “ jq “ pθj{αq{přiPrns θi{αq “
θj{řiPrns θi, and that, conditionally given I2 “ j, we have L2{Lj „ Betap1, θj{αq, as before.
We will also need the following statement about sampling from Poisson-Dirichlet distributions.
Proposition 3.7 (Sampling from PDpα, θq, [43, Proposition 34]). Let pPi, i ě 1q „ PDpα, θq for some
0 ď α ă 1 and θ ą ´α, and let N be an index such that
P pN “ i | Pi, i ě 1q “ Pi, i ě 1.
Let pP 1i , i ě 1q be obtained from P by deleting PN , and set P 2i :“ P 1i{p1 ´ PN q for i ě 1. Then, PN „
Betap1´ α, α` θq, and pP 2i , i ě 1q „ PDpα, α` θq is independent of PN .
3.3. Line-breaking constructions of the stable tree, and the proof of Theorem 1.8
In this section, we collect some preliminary results on stable trees and prove Theorem 1.8. Recall the
line-breaking construction of the stable tree given by Algorithm 1.1 yielding the sequence of compact
R-trees pTk, k ě 0q. Leaves and branch points have a natural order induced by the time of appearance
in the sequence pTk, k ě 0q, i.e. we can write pvi, i ě 1q for the branch points, and W piqk for the branch
point weight of vi in Tk (if vi R BrpTkq or i ą bk, set W piqk “ 0). We will list the edges Ep1qk , . . . , Ep|Tk|qk of
Tk and their lengths Lpiqk “ LebpEpiqk q, i P r|Tk|s, in the order encountered on a depth-first search directed
by least labels.
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Lemma 3.8 ([20, Proposition 3.2]). For k ě 1, given the shapes of T0, . . . , Tk, and |Tk| ´ pk ` 1q “ `,
i.e. conditionally given that the tree Tk has k ` 1` ` edges and ` branch points pvi, i P r`sq,´
L
p1q
k , . . . , L
pk`1``q
k ,W
p1q
k , . . . ,W
p`q
k
¯
“ Sk ¨
´
Z
p1q
k , . . . , Z
pk```1q
k , Z
pk```2q
k , . . . Z
pk`1`2`q
k
¯
(3.9)
where pZp1qk , . . . , Zpk```1qk , Zpk```2qk , . . . Zpk`1`2`qk q „ Dirichlet p1, . . . , 1, wpd1q{β, . . . , wpd`q{βq and Sk „
MLpβ, β ` kq are independent, wpdiq “ pdi ´ 3qp1´ βq ` 1´ 2β and di “ degpvi, Tkq is the degree of vi.
Corollary 3.9 (Masses as lengths). For k ě 1, given the shapes of T0, . . . , Tk, and |Tk| ´ pk ` 1q “ `,´
L
p1q
k , . . . , L
pk`1``q
k ,W
p1q
k , . . . ,W
p`q
k
¯
“
´
Xβ1M
p1q
k , . . . , X
β
k`1`2`M
pk`1`2`q
k
¯
(3.10)
where the random variables M
piq
k „ MLpβ, βq, i P rk ` 1 ` `s, M pk`1```iqk „ MLpβ,wpdiqq, i P r`s, and
X “ pX1, . . . , Xk`1``, Xk`2``, . . . Xk`1`2`q „ Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, wpd1q, . . . , wpd`qq are independent, and
wpdiq “ pdi ´ 3qp1´ βq ` 1´ 2β with di “ degpvi, Tkq.
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.8, and Proposition 3.1 with n “ k ` 1 ` 2`, θi “ β, i P rk ` 1 ` `s, and
θk`1```i “ wpdiq, i P r`s. It remains to check that θ “ řiPrns θi “ β ` k, i.e. that
pβ ` kq{β “ k ` `` 1`
ÿ
iPr`s
ppdi ´ 3qp1{β ´ 1q ` p1{β ´ 2qq .
This follows from the fact that the sum of the vertex degrees in a tree with m edges is 2m, i.e.
ř
iPr`s di “
2pk ` 1` `q ´ pk ` 1q ´ 1, since Tk has k ` 1` ` edges and pk ` 1q ` 1 degree-1 vertices.
Haas et al. [24] analysed the stable tree as an example of a self-similar CRT. Let pT , d, ρq with mass
measure µ be the stable tree of parameter β P p0, 1{2s, and let Σ „ µ be a leaf sampled from µ. Consider
the spine, i.e. the path rrρ,Σss from the root to this leaf. Remove all vertices of degree one or two from
this path. This yields a sequence of connected components that can a.s. be ranked in decreasing order of
mass, and which we denote by pSpiq, i ě 1q, rooted at vertices ρi P rrρ,Σss of a.s. infinite degree, i ě 1,
respectively. Each Spiq further separates into a sequence pSpiqÓj , j ě 1q when removing ρi.
• The coarse spinal mass partition is `P piq, i ě 1˘ :“ `µpSpiqq, i ě 1˘,
• The fine spinal mass partition is the sequence `P piqÓj , j ě 1, i ě 1˘Ó :“ `µ`SpiqÓj ˘, j ě 1, i ě 1˘Ó, i.e.
the ranked sequence of masses of connected components obtained after removal of the whole spine.
Theorem 3.10 (Mass partition in the stable tree, [24, Corollary 10]). Let β P p0, 1{2s, and let T be the
stable tree of parameter β. Then the following statements hold.
(i) The coarse spinal mass partition has a Poisson-Dirichlet distribution with parameters pβ, βq, i.e.´
P
piq
, i ě 1
¯
“
´
µ
´
Spiq
¯
, i ě 1
¯
„ PD pβ, βq .
(ii) The fine spinal mass partition is a p1 ´ β,´βq-fragmentation of the coarse spinal mass partition,
i.e. for each block µpSpiqq of the coarse partition, the relative part sizes pµpSpiqÓj q{µpSpiqq, j ě 1q are
independent with distribution PDp1´ β,´βq, i ě 1.
(iii) Conditionally given the fine spinal mass partition pµpSpiqÓj q, j ě 1, i ě 1qÓ, the rescaled trees equipped
with restricted mass measuresˆ
µ
´
SpiqÓj
¯´β
SpiqÓj , µpSpiqÓj q´1µæSpiqÓj
˙
, j ě 1, i ě 1, (3.11)
are i.i.d. copies of pT , µq.
The α-diversities of PDpα, θq partitions can naturally be interpreted as lengths in trees. In particular the
β-diversity of the coarse spinal mass partition has distribution S0 „ MLpβ, βq, which is the starting point
of Goldschmidt-Haas’ line-breaking constructions. The fragmenting PDp1´β,´βq random partitions for
each block of the coarse spinal mass partition capture important information about the branch points
that we relate to sizes of the Ford CRTs by which we replace them in Theorem 1.6. Specifically, the
independence of these PDp1´β,´βq vectors relates to the independence of the Ford trees. Sampling i.i.d.
leaves pΣk, k ě 0q from the measure µ of the stable tree yields a natural random order of pSpiqÓj , j ě 1q,
in terms of smallest leaf labels of the subtrees, which we write as pSpiqj , j ě 1q, for each i ě 1.
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Corollary 3.11. Let pT , µq be a stable tree of index β P p0, 1{2s with associated reduced tree sequence
pTk, k ě 0q. Let Spiq be the subtree rooted at ρi P rrρ,Σ0ss, i ě 1, related to the coarse spinal mass partition
pµpSpiqq, i ě 1q. For each i ě 1, let pSpiqj , j ě 1q denote the connected components of Spiqzρi, ordered in
increasing order of least leaf labels. Then pµpSpiqj q´1µpSpiqj q, j ě 1q „ GEM p1´ β,´βq .
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.10(ii) in combination with results on sampling from
PDpα, θq, cf. Theorem 3.7, and the construction (3.4) of GEMpα, θq.
We now show that the line-breaking construction of the stable tree based on masses (Algorithm 1.7),
yields trees pTk, k ě 0q as in (1.1) and Algorithm 1.1. The following result will prove Theorem 1.8.
Proposition 3.12. The sequence of weighted R-trees pTk, µk, k ě 0q from Algorithm 1.7 has the same
distribution as the sequence of trees in (1.1) equipped with projected subtree masses, i.e. with the mass
measures ppikq˚µ, k ě 1, as in (2.4)-(2.5). Furthermore, conditionally given |Tk| “ k ` 1` `, the edges of
Tk equipped with the mass measure µk restricted to each edge, are rescaled independent pβ, βq-strings of
beads given via ˆ
µk
´
E
piq
k
¯´β
E
piq
k , µk
´
E
piq
k
¯´1
µkæEpiqk
˙
, i P rk ` 1` `s, (3.12)
and the total mass distribution´
µk
´
E
p1q
k
¯
, . . . , µk
´
E
pk`1``q
k
¯
, µk pv1q , . . . , µk pv`q
¯
„ Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, w pd1q , . . . , w pd`qq
where vi, i P r`s, are the branch points of Tk of degrees di “ degpvi, Tkq, i P r`s, respectively, and wpdiq “
pdi´3qp1´βq`p1´2βq, i P r`s, and where we number the edges Epiqk , i P rk`1` `s by depth-first search.
The proof of Proposition 3.12 is part of Appendix A.1, where we collect several similar proofs. We also
record the following consequence of Algorithm 1.7 and Proposition 3.12.
Corollary 3.13. Let pT , µq be a stable tree of index β P p0, 1{2s, and let pTk, k ě 0q be as in (1.1) with
branch points pvi, i ě 1q in order of appearance. Let ki :“ inf tk ě 0: rrρ,Σkss X rrρ, viss “ rrρ, vissu and
let pSpiqj , j ě 1q be the subtrees of T zrrρ,Σkiss rooted at vi in increasing order of smallest leaf labels, i ě 1.
Set P
piq
j :“ µpSpiqj q and P piq “
ř
jě1 µpSpiqj q, i ě 1. Then the sequences pP piqj {P piq, j ě 1q, i ě 1, are i.i.d.
with distribution GEMp1´ β,´βq.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the stick-breaking representation (3.4) of GEMp1´β,´βq and the
random variables pQk, k ě 0q splitting branch point mass into subtrees from Algorithm 1.7. Specifically,
conditionally given the branch point degrees in the sequence pTk, k ě 0q, for each branch point vi, we can
find a sequence of random variables pQpiqm ,m ě 1q such that
P
piq
j “ µkpiq1 ´1 pviqQ
piq
j
ź
mPrj´1s
´
1´Qpiqm
¯
, j ě 1,
where Q
piq
m :“ Qkpiqm „ Betapβ,mp1 ´ βq ´ βqq and k
piq
m “ inftk ě 1: degpvi, Tkq “ m ` 1u. Note that,
for m1, . . . ,mi ě 1, the random variables Qpiqj , j P rmis, i ě 1, have conditional distributions given kpiqj ,
j P rmis, i ě 1, that do not depend on kpiqj , j P rmis, i ě 1, and are hence unconditionally independent.
4. The binary two-colour line-breaking construction with masses
We present an enhanced version of Algorithm 1.3, which is based on sampling from the mass measure.
We use this enhanced version to prove Theorem 1.4.
The following (1-marked) string of beads will be at the centre of our construction. For β P p0, 1{2s,
consider pr0,K1s, λ1q and pr0,K2s, λ2q two independent pβ, 1 ´ 2βq- and pβ, βq-strings of beads, respec-
tively, and an independent B „ Betap1´ 2β, βq. Then scale the two strings by B and 1´ B, as follows:
set
K :“ BβK1 ` p1´BqβK2, K 1 :“ BβK1 (4.1)
and consider the mass measure λ on r0,Ks given by
λ pr0, xsq “
#
Bλ1
`“
0, B´βx
‰˘
if x P r0,K 1s ,
B ` p1´Bqλ2
´”
0, p1´Bq´β px´K 1q
ı¯
if x P rK 1,Ks . (4.2)
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The string of beads pr0,Ks, λq is called a β-mixed string of beads [45]. We denote the distributions of
pr0,Ks, λq and pr0,Ks, r0,K 1s, λq on Tw and Tr1sw by νβ and νr1sβ , respectively.
Remark 4.1. By Proposition 3.1 with θ1 “ 1´ 2β, θ2 “ β, noting that pB, 1´Bq „ Dirichletp1´ 2β, βq,
we have `
BβK1, p1´BqβK2
˘ d“L `B1, 1´B1˘ (4.3)
where B1 „ Betap1{β ´ 2, 1q is independent of L, and L „ MLpβ, 1 ´ βq. We conclude that for each
β-mixed string of beads ξ “ pr0,Ks, λq we have pλpxq : x P r0,Ks, λpxq ą 0qÓ „ PDpβ, 1´ βq, cf. e.g. [44,
Corollary 1.2]. Although the length of a β-mixed string of beads ξ is MLpβ, 1 ´ βq and the atom sizes
are PDpβ, 1 ´ βq, we cannot expect that ξ is a pβ, 1 ´ βq-string of beads when β P p0, 1{2q. Specifically,
at the junction point in a pβ, 1´ βq-string of beads, we would expect a Betapβ, 1´ 2βq mass split into a
rescaled pβ, βq- and a rescaled pβ, 1´ 2βq-string of beads in this order (and not vice versa).
We will use the notation ξ “ `r0,K|,řiě1 PiδXi˘ for any pα, θq- or β-mixed string of beads where K
is the length of the string of beads with ranked atomic masses of sizes 1 ą P1 ą P2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0, a.s., in the
points Xi P r0,Ks, i ě 1, respectively.
Let us now explain how to attach a weighted R-tree onto another weighted R-tree. This clarifies in
particular how to construct weighted R-trees by attaching strings of beads as a string of beads can
be interpreted as a weighted R-tree consisting of a single branch. For any weighted R-tree pT , d, ρ, µq, a
parameter β P p0, 1{2s, an element J P T and another weighted R-tree pT `, d`, ρ`, µ`q with T XT ` “ H,
the tree pT 1, d1, µ1q created from pT , d, µq by attaching to J the tree pT `, d`, ρ`, µ`q with mass measure
µ` rescaled by µpJq and metric d` rescaled by µpJqβ is defined as follows. Specifically, set
T 1 :“ T ztJu \ T `, d1px, yq :“
$’&’%
dpx, yq if x, y P T ,
dpx, Jq ` pµpJqqβd`pρ`, yq if x P T , y P T `,
pµpJqqβd`px, yq if x, y P T `,
ρ1 “ ρ, (4.4)
and equip pT 1, d1, ρ1q with the mass measure µ1 given by µ1æT ztJu “ µæT ztJu, µ1 pJq “ 0, µ1æT ` “ µ pJqµ`.
We are now ready to present the two-colour line-breaking construction with masses.
Algorithm 4.2 (Two-colour line-breaking construction with masses). Let β P p0, 1{2s. We grow weighted
8-marked R-trees pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚kq, k ě 0, as follows.
0. Let pT0˚ , µ0˚ q be isometric to a pβ, βq-string of beads; let r0 “ 0 and Rpiq0 “ tρu, i ě 1.
Given pTj˚ , pRpiqj , i ě 1q, µj˚ q with µj˚ “
ř
xPT ˚j µj˚ pxqδx, 0 ď j ď k, let rk “ #ti ě 1: R
piq
k ‰ tρuu;
1. select an edge E˚k Ă T ˚k with probability proportional to its mass µ˚kpE˚k q; if E˚k Ă Rpiqk for some
i P rrks, let Ik “ i; otherwise, i.e. if E˚k Ă T ˚k z
Ť
iPrrksR
piq
k , let rk`1“rk`1, Ik“rk`1;
2. if E˚k is an external edge of Rpiqk , perform pβ, 1 ´ 2βq-coin tossing sampling on E˚k to determine
J˚k P E˚k (cf. Proposition 3.5); otherwise, i.e. if E˚k Ă T ˚k z
Ť
iPrrksR
piq
k or if E
˚
k is an internal edge
of Rpiqk , sample J˚k from the normalised mass measure on E˚k ;
3. let pE`k , R`k , µ`k q be an independent β-mixed string of beads; to form pT ˚k`1, µ˚k`1q remove µ˚kpJ˚k qδJ˚k
from µ˚k and attach to T ˚k at J˚k an isometric copy of pE`k , µ`k q with measure rescaled by µ˚kpJ˚k q
and metric rescaled by pµ˚kpJ˚k qqβ ; add to RpIkqk the (image under the isometry of) R`k to form
RpIkqk`1; set Rpiqk`1 “ Rpiqk , i ‰ Ik.
4.1. The distribution of two-colour trees
To analyse Algorithm 4.2, we will need some more notation, in particular with regard to the marked
subtree growth processes pRpiqk , k ě 0q, i ě 1. Define the random subsequences pkpiqm ,m ě 1q, i ě 1, by
k
piq
1 :“ inf
!
n ě 1: Rpiqn ‰ Rpiq0
)
“ inf
!
n ě 1: Rpiqn ‰ tρu
)
, (4.5)
and, for m ě 1,
k
piq
m`1 :“ inf
!
n ě kpiqm : Rpiqn ‰ Rpiqkpiqm
)
, (4.6)
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i.e. there is a change in pRpiqk , k ě 1q when k “ kpiqm for some m ě 1. Note that
Ť
iě1tkpiqm ,m ě 1u “
t1, 2, . . .u is a disjoint union, and that, for any i ě 1, Rpiqk is a binary tree for any k ě 1. We will also use
the convention that ρ R Rpiqk for k ě kpiq1 . For k “ kpiqm ´ 1, we write
R`k “ rrJ˚k ,Ωpiqm ss Ă E`k “ rrJ˚k ,Σk`1ss, i.e. ssJ˚k ,Ωpiqm ss “ Rpiqk`1zRpiqk .
In other words, at step k “ kpiqm ´ 1, Ωpiqm and Σk`1 denote the leaves added to Rpiqk and T ˚k , respectively.
We write ξ
p1q
k , ξ
p2q
k and γk for the random variables inducing the β-mixed string of beads pE`k , R`k , µ`k q,
i.e.
`
E`k , R
`
k , µ
`
k
˘
is built from independent ξ
p1q
k , ξ
p2q
k and γk in the same way as pr0,Ks, r0,K 1s, λq is built
from independent pr0,K1s, λ1q, pr0,K2s, λ2q and B in (4.1)-(4.2).
Furthermore, we use an equivalence relation „ on pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1qq to contract each marked compo-
nent Rpiqk , i ě 1, of T ˚k to a single point, i.e.
x „ y :ô x, y P Rpiqk for some i ě 1. (4.7)
Note that, for all i with Rpiqk ‰ tρu, x, y P Rpiqk implies x, y P Rpiqk1 for all k1 ě k, and hence the equivalence
relation „ is consistent as k varies. Denote the equivalence class related to Rpiqk by rvi :“ rRpiqk s„, and letrTk :“ T ˚k { „ (4.8)
denote the quotient space of T ˚k , k ě 0, with the canonical quotient metric. Furthermore, for k ě 0, letrµk be the push-forward of µ˚k under the projection map from T ˚k onto rTk.
The following characterisation of Ford trees will be useful to obtain the distribution of T ˚k .
Proposition 4.3 ([23, Proposition 18]). Consider the tree growth process pFm,m ě 1q from Algorithm
1.2 for some β1 P p0, 1q. The distribution of Fm is given in terms of three independent random variables:
its shape, the total length S1m „ MLpβ1,m´ β1q and the length split between the edges of Fm which has a
Dirichlet p1, . . . , 1, p1´ β1q{β1, . . . , p1´ β1q{β1q distribution, where a parameter of 1 is assigned to each of
the m´ 1 internal edges, and a parameter of p1´ β1q{β1 to each of the m external edges of Fm.
We can describe the distribution of the tree T ˚k as follows.
Proposition 4.4 (Distribution of T ˚k ). Let pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q be as in Algorithm 4.2 for some
β P p0, 1{2s. The distribution of T ˚k is characterised by the following independent random variables:
• the shape T˚k of T ˚k obtained from the shape rTk of rTk and the shapes Rpiqk of Rpiqk , i ě 1, as follows;
– rTk has the distribution of the shape of a stable tree Tk reduced to the first k leaves, and
– conditionally given that rTk has ` branch points of degrees d1, . . . , d`, the shapes Rp1qk , . . . , Rp`qk
are the shapes of Ford trees with m1 :“ d1 ´ 2, . . . ,m` :“ d` ´ 2 leaves, respectively;
• the total mass split between the 3k ` 1 edges of T ˚k has a
Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, 1´ 2β, . . . , 1´ 2βq (4.9)
distribution, with parameter β for each internal marked and each unmarked edge, and parameter
1 ´ 2β for each external marked edge with edges ordered according to depth-first search (first run
for unmarked and internal marked edges, then for external marked edges);
• the 3k ` 1 independent pβ, θq-strings of beads isometric to´
µ˚k pEq´β E,µ˚k pEq´1 µ˚kæE
¯
, E P Edg pT ˚k q , (4.10)
where θ “ 1 ´ 2β if E is an external marked edge of Rpiqk for some i P r`s, and θ “ β otherwise,
again listed according to depth-first search.
Proof. This proof is mainly an application of the properties of the Dirichlet distribution, Proposition 3.2,
and of coin tossing sampling, Proposition 3.5. We give a brief sketch of the proof via an induction on k.
For k “ 0, the claim is trivial as pT0˚ , µ0˚ q is a pβ, βq-string of beads by definition. For the induction
step, suppose that the claim holds for some k ě 0.
We first consider the shape transition from T˚k to T
˚
k`1. Observe that, given rTk has ` branch points of
degrees d1, . . . , d`, we have a Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, wpd1q, . . . , wpd`qq mass split in rTk with weight β for each
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edge and weight wpdq “ pd´ 2qp1´ βq ´ β for each branch point of degree d ě 3. Hence, by Proposition
3.12, the overall edge selection is as in Algorithm 1.7.
Conditionally given that the ith branch point of rTk is selected, an edge of Rpiqk is chosen proportionally
to the weights assigned by the relative Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, 1´ 2β, . . . , 1´ 2βq mass split in Rpiqk , so each
internal edge is chosen with probability β{ppdi´2qp1´2βq`pdi´3qβq, each external edge with probability
p1´ 2βq{ppdi ´ 2qp1´ 2βq ` pdi ´ 3qβq. This corresponds to the shape growth rule in a Ford tree growth
process of index β{p1´ βq, using obvious cancellations, cf. Algorithm 1.2 and Proposition 4.3.
In the update step from T ˚k to T ˚k`1, we first select an edge of T ˚k proportionally to mass. By Proposition
3.2(iv), the parameter for this edge in the Dirichlet split (4.9), conditionally given that it has been selected,
is then increased by 1. We select an atom J˚k on this edge via pβ, θq-coin tossing, where θ “ 1 ´ 2β for
external marked edges, and θ “ β otherwise, and, by Proposition 3.5, the selected edge is split by J˚k
into a rescaled independent pβ, βq- and a rescaled independent pβ, θq-string of beads where the relative
mass split on this edge is Dirichletpβ, 1´β, θq, which is conditionally independent of the total mass split.
Furthermore, the mass µ˚kpJ˚k q is split by the independent random variable γk „ Betap1 ´ 2β, βq into a
marked pβ, 1´ 2βq-string of beads, and an unmarked pβ, βq-string of beads, which are independent, i.e.,
by Proposition 3.2(iii), the claims (4.9) and (4.10) follow, as statements conditionally given tree shapes.
Finally, these conditional distributions of the Dirichlet mass split (4.9) and the independent pβ, θq-
strings of beads (4.10) do not depend on the shape T˚k`1, and are hence unconditionally independent.
Remark 4.5. By Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 3.6 we see that Algorithm 4.2 reduces to Algorithm 1.3.
4.2. Identification of the stable line-breaking constructions
We now turn to the trees prTk, k ě 0q obtained from pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, k ě 0q by contracting all marked
components to single branch points as in (4.7)-(4.8). This description yields another formulation of the
atom selection procedure on T ˚k in Algorithm 4.2.
Given pTj˚ , pRpiqj , i ě 1q, µj˚ q, 0 ď j ď k, and rk “ #ti ě 1: Rpiqk ‰ tρuu “ #ti ě 1: rvi ‰ tρuu,
1.-2. select rJk from rµk; if rJk ‰ rvi for all i P rrks, set J˚k “ rJk; otherwise, if rJk “ rvi for some i P rrks,
sample an edge E˚k of Rpiqk proportionally to its mass µ˚kpE˚k q; if E˚k is an internal edge of Rpiqk ,
sample J˚k from the normalised mass measure on E
˚
k ; if E
˚
k is an external edge of Rpiqk , performpβ, 1´ 2βq-coin tossing sampling on E˚k to determine J˚k P E˚k .
It is this view on Algorithm 4.2 that we pursue further now. The following theorem contains the
desired weight-length transformation, i.e. the branch point weights in Goldschmidt-Haas’ stable line-
breaking construction (Algorithm 1.1) are indeed as the lengths of the marked subtrees in the two-colour
line-breaking construction (Algorithm 4.2). Its proof is given with other similar proofs in the appendix.
Theorem 4.6. Let the sequence pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q be as in Algorithm 4.2, and associate
prTk, prvi “ rRpiqk s„, i ě 1q, rµk, k ě 0q as in (4.8). Then the following hold.
(i) The sequence of trees with mass measures from Algorithm 4.2 and (4.8) has the same distribution
as the sequence in Algorithm 1.7, i.e.´rTk, rµk, k ě 0¯ d“ pTk, µk, k ě 0q . (4.11)
(ii) The sequence of trees with marked component lengths from Algorithm 4.2 and (4.8) has the same
distribution as the sequence of trees with weights from Algorithm 1.1, i.e.´rTk,´ĂW piqk , i ě 1¯ , k ě 0¯ d“ ´Tk,´W piqk , i ě 1¯ , k ě 0¯ , (4.12)
where ĂW piqk “ LebpRpiqk q is the length of Rpiqk , i ě 1, respectively. In particular, letting S˚k “ LebpT ˚k q
denote the length of T ˚k , the sequence pS˚k , k ě 0q is a Mittag-Leffler Markov chain starting from
MLpβ, βq, i.e. pS˚k , k ě 0q d“ pSk, k ě 0q .
Let us pull some threads together and deduce the first assertion of Theorem 1.4 and the limit of rTk.
Proof of (1.3) in Theorem 1.4. We noted in Remark 4.5 that the sequence of two-colour trees of Algo-
rithm 4.2 without mass measures has the same joint distribution as the sequence of two-colour trees of
Algorithm 1.3. Hence, (4.12) is precisely (1.3).
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Corollary 4.7. In the setting of Theorem 4.6, limkÑ8prTk, rµkq “ pT , µq a.s. with respect to the Gromov-
Hausdorff-Prokhorov distance, where pT , µq is a stable tree of index β.
Proof. Goldschmidt and Haas [20] showed this for the RHS of (4.12), so it also holds for the LHS.
4.3. Identification of marked subtree growth processes, and the proof of Theorem 1.4
The main aim of this section is to identify the marked tree growth processes pRpiqk , k ě 1q, i ě 1, as
rescaled i.i.d. Ford tree growth processes of index β1 “ β{p1´ βq. We will show the following.
Theorem 4.8. Let pT ˚k , pRpiqk , k ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q be the weighted 8-marked tree growth process of Algo-
rithm 4.2 for some β P p0, 1{2s. Then there exists a sequence of scaling factors pCpiq, i ě 1q such that for
all i ě 1
lim
kÑ8R
piq
k “ Rpiq a.s.
in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology where pCpiqRpiq, i ě 1q is a sequence of i.i.d. Ford CRTs of index
β1 “ β{p1 ´ βq. Furthermore, the sequence pCpiqRpiq, i ě 1q is independent of the stable tree prT , rµq “
limkÑ8prT , rµq obtained from pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q as in Corollary 4.7.
We will prove this by carrying out the two-colour line-breaking construction using a given stable tree
pT , µq equipped with a sequence of i.i.d. leaves pΣk, k ě 0q sampled from µ, and i.i.d. sequences of i.i.d.
ordered pβ1, 1´ β1q-Chinese restaurant processes prΠpi,mqn , n ě 1q, i ě 1, m ě 1, cf. Section 3.2.
Definition 4.9 (Labelled bead tree/string of beads). A pair px,Λq is called a labelled bead if Λ Ă N is an
infinite label set. A weighted R-tree pR, µRq equipped with a point process PR “ řiě1 δpxi,Λiq on some
countable subset txi, i ě 1u Ă R, xi ‰ xj , i ‰ j, is called a labelled bead tree if pxi,Λiq is a labelled bead
for every i ě 1. If pR, µRq is a string of beads we call pR, µR,PRq a labelled string of beads.
We will also speak of labelled pα, θq-strings of beads for α P p0, 1q, θ ą 0, as induced by an ordered
pα, θq-Chinese restaurant process. Specifically, the label sets are the blocks Π8,i, i ě 1, of the limiting
partition of N, which we relabel by Nzt1u using the increasing bijection N Ñ Nzt1u. The locations Xi
are the locations of the corresponding atom of size Pi on the string, i ě 1. A Ford tree growth process of
index β1 P p0, 1q as in Algorithm 1.2 can be represented in terms of labelled pβ1, 1´ β1q-strings of beadspξm, m ě 1, as follows [41, Corollary 16].
Proposition 4.10 (Ford tree growth via labelled strings of beads). For β1 P p0, 1q, construct a sequence
of labelled bead trees pFm, νm,Pm,m ě 1q as follows.
0. Let pξ0 “ pF1, ν1,P1q be a labelled pβ1, 1´ β1q-string of beads with label set Nzt1u.
Given pFj , νj ,Pjq, 1 ď j ď m, with Pm “ řiě1 δXm,i,Λm,i , to construct pFm`1, νm`1,Pm`1q,
1.-2. select the unique Xm,i P Fm such that m` 1 P Λm,i;
3. to obtain pFm`1, νm`1,Pm`1q, remove νmpXm,iqδXm,i from νm and δpXm,i,Λm,iq from Pm; attach
to Fm at Xm,i an independent copy pξm of pξ0 with metric rescaled by νmpXm,iqβ1 , mass measure by
νmpXm,iq, and label sets in pξm relabelled by the increasing bijection Nzt1u Ñ Λm,iztm` 1u.
Then the tree growth process pFm,m ě 1q is a Ford tree growth process of index β1 P p0, 1q.
It will be useful to represent two-colour trees in the space l1pN20q as follows. We denote by ea,b, a, b ě 0,
the unit coordinate vectors. We will use ek,0, k ě 0, to embed a given stable tree pT , d, ρ, µq, using ek,0
to embed Σk, k ě 0. Indeed, from now on we assume pT , d, ρ, µq “ pT , d, 0, µq P Tembw is this embedded
stable tree, with embedded leaves Σk, k ě 0. We will use em,i, i ě 1, m ě 1, to embed the mth branch of
the ith red component, so the last step of Algorithm 4.2 is:
3. let pr0, Lks, r0, LkB1ks, µ`k q be an independent β-mixed string of beads in the notation of (4.3); denote
by Mk the size (number of leaves) of RpIkqk ; define the scale factor c “ µ˚kpJ˚k q and set
T ˚k`1 :“ T ˚k Y
`
J˚k`s0, LkB1kcβseMk`1,Ik
˘Y `J˚k ` LkB1kcβeMk`1,Ik`s0, Lkp1´B1kqcβsek`1,0˘
RpIkqk`1 :“ RpIkqk Y
`
J˚k`s0, LkB1kcβseMk`1,Ik
˘
, Rpiqk`1 :“Rpiqk , i‰Ik, µ˚k`1 :“ µ˚k ´ cδJ˚k ` λ
`
k
where
λ`k pJ˚k`scβs, cβtseMk`1,Ikq “ cµ`k pss, tsq, 0 ď s ă t ď LkB1k,
λ`k pJ˚k ` LkB1kcβ`scβs, cβtseMk`1,Ikq “ cµ`k pLkB1k`ss, tsq, 0 ď s ă t ď Lkp1´B1kq.
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We will now formulate a modification of Algorithm 4.2 starting from a given stable tree. Let pT , µq be
a stable tree of index β P p0, 1{2s and pΣk, k ě 0q an i.i.d. sequence of leaves sampled from µ. Consider
the sequence of reduced weighted R-trees pTk, µk, k ě 0q where µk captures the masses of the connected
components of T zTk projected onto Tk as in (1.1). Let pvi, i ě 1q be the sequence of branch points of T
in order of appearance in pTk, k ě 0q, and denote by pSpiqj , j ě 1q the subtrees of T zTkpiq rooted at vi,
i ě 1, where kpiq “ inftk ě 0: vi P Tku and where indices are assigned in increasing order of least leaf
labels mint` ě kpiq : Σ` P Spiqj u, j ě 1. For i, j ě 1, set P piqj :“ µpSpiqj q,
Dpiq :“ lim
nÑ8
¨˝
1´
ÿ
jPrns
P
piq
j {P piq‚˛
1´β
p1´ βqβ´1nβ , where P piq :“
ÿ
jě1
P
piq
j . (4.13)
This yields an i.i.d. sequence of p1´ βq-diversities pDpiq, i ě 1q with Dpiq „ MLp1´ β,´βq, cf. Theorem
3.10 and (3.7). In the following algorithm, we build i.i.d. Ford trees in the branch points of the stable tree
pT , µq from i.i.d. labelled pβ1, 1´ β1q-strings of beads pξk, k ě 0, for β1 “ β{p1´ βq. To do so, we consider
two separate mass measures: the measures ppµk, k ě 0q, that equal µ on (shifted) subtrees of the stable
tree, and the measures pνk on the Ford trees, which, restricted to each Ford tree separately, play the role
of the mass measures νm, m ě 1, in the construction in Proposition 4.10.
Algorithm 4.11 (Algorithm 4.2 with subtrees from a given stable tree). We construct a sequence of
weighted 8-marked R-trees `pTk, ` pRpiqk , i ě 1˘, pµk, pνk, `pΣpkqn , n ě 0˘, k ě 0˘ embedded in l1pN20q, each
equipped with an infinite leaf sequence ppΣpkqn , n ě 0q and an additional finite measure pνk as follows.
0. Let ppT0, p pRpiq0 , i ě 1q, pµ0, pν0, ppΣp0qn , n ě 0qq “ pT , ptρu, i ě 1q, µ, 0, pΣn, n ě 0qq be a stable tree.
Given ppTj , p pRpiqj , i ě 1q, pµj , pνj , ppΣpjqn , n ě 0qq, 0 ď j ď k, let prk “ #ti ě 1: Rpiqk ‰ tρuu;
1.-2. let pJk P pTk be the closest point to the leaf pΣpkqk`1 in RppTk, pΣpkq1 , . . . , pΣpkqk q; if pJk P pRpiqk for some
i P rprks, set Ik “ i, otherwise let Ik “ prk ` 1; denote by Mk ě 0 the size of RpIkqk ;
3. let pξk be an independent labelled pβ1, 1 ´ β1q-string of beads; if Mk ě 1, define the scale factorpc “ pνkp pJkq, otherwise set pc “ 1; write as pr0,Kks, νk,řjě1 δpXk,j ,Λk,jqq the string of beads pξk with
metric rescaled by pcβ1pP pIkqqβpDpIkqqβ1 and mass measure rescaled by pc, where P pIkq and DpIkq are
as in (4.13); denote by Sk,j , j P t0, 1, 2, . . . ;8u, the connected components of pTkzt pJku, where Sk,8
contains the root and the other components are ordered by least label; let Xk,0 :“ Kk and set
pTk`1 :“ Sk,8 Y Sk,0 Y ´ pJk ` r0,KkseMk`1,Ik¯Y ď
jě0
`
Xk,jeMk`1,Ik ` Sk,j`1
˘
.
if Mk “ 0, let pRpIkqk`1 “ pJk`r0,KkseMk`1,Ik , otherwise add this shifted string to pRpIkqk to form pRpIkqk`1;
retain the other marked components, just shifted by the appropriate Xk,jeMk`1,Ik if
pRpiqk Ă Sj,k.
Finally, let pµk`1 denote the mass measure obtained from pµk by appropriate shifting, and similarly
for pνk`1, just with νk shifted onto pJk ` r0,KkseMk`1,Ik replacing pνkp pJkqδ pJk .
Remark 4.12. Note that the scaling factor pCpiqq´1 :“ pP piqqβpDpiqqβ{p1´βq can be rewritten as
pCpiqq´1 “ lim
nÑ8
¨˝
P piq ´
ÿ
jPrns
P
piq
j
‚˛β p1´ βq´βnβ2{p1´βq “ lim
nÑ8
˜ ÿ
jěn`1
P
piq
j
¸β
p1´ βq´βnβ2{p1´βq,
or, alternatively, using (3.7), as pCpiqq´1 “ lim
jÑ8 pjΓpβqq
β{p1´βq ´
P
piqÓ
j
¯β
.
The following result follows directly from the construction in Algorithm 4.11 and Proposition 4.10.
Proposition 4.13. In the setting of Algorithm 4.11, there exists a sequence of i.i.d. Ford CRTs p pFi, i ě 1q
of index β1 “ β{p1´ βq which is independent of the stable tree pT , µq such that, for all i ě 1,
lim
kÑ8
pRpiqk “: pRpiq “ ´Cpiq¯´1 pFi a.s. w.r.t. to the Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
We will now prove that the sequence of reduced 8-marked R-trees constructed in Algorithm 4.11 and
the sequence of trees constructed in Algorithm 4.2 are equal in distribution.
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Proposition 4.14. Let ppTk, p pRpiqk , i ě 1q, pµk, ppΣpkqn , n ě 0q, k ě 0q and pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q be as
in Algorithms 4.11 and 4.2, respectively, ppik : pTk Ñ RppTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk q the projection as in (2.4). Then,´
R
´pTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk ¯ ,´ pRpiqk , i ě 1¯ , pppikq˚pµk, k ě 0¯ d“ ´T ˚k ,´Rpiqk , i ě 1¯ , µ˚k , k ě 0¯ . (4.14)
Furthermore, pP pxqj , j ě 1q with P pxqj :“ pµk ´Spxqj ¯ {ř`ě1 pµk ´Spxq` ¯, j ě 1, are i.i.d. GEMp1´β,´βq for
all x P RppTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk q with pppikq˚pµkpxq ą 0, where pSpxqj , j ě 1q are the connected components ofpTkzRppTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk q rooted at x P RppTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk q, ranked in increasing order of least leaf labels.
The following is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.14.
Corollary 4.15. In Algorithm 4.2, the tree growth processes
´
CpiqRpiq
k
piq
m
,m ě 1
¯
, i ě 1, are i.i.d. Ford
tree growth processes of index β1 “ β{p1 ´ βq independent of the stable tree pT , µq “ limkÑ8prTk, rµkq of
Corollary 4.7, where the scaling factors pCpiqq´1 “ pP piqqβpDpiqqβ{p1´βq, i ě 1, are as in Remark 4.12.
To prove Proposition 4.14, we will need a strong form of coagulation-fragmentation duality.
Lemma 4.16. Let P “ pPi, i ě 1q „ GEMpα, θq with α-diversity S, and pξ “ pr0, pKs, pµ, pP“řjě1δpXj ,pΛjqq
an independent labelled pβ1, θ{αq-string of beads. Use pr0, pKs, pµ, pPq to coagulate pPi, i ě 1q into µptXjuq :“ř
iPpΛj Pi, with relative part sizes Qpjqm :“ Ppijpmq{µptXjuq, m ě 1, labelled by the increasing bijection
pij : NÑ pΛj, j ě 1. Then
• the string of beads pr0, Sβ1 pKs, µq is an pαβ1, θq-string of beads,
• the sequence of fragments pQpjqm ,m ě 1q has a GEMpα,´αβ1q distribution, for each j ě 1,
• the string pr0, Sβ1 pKs, µq and the fragments pQpjqm ,m ě 1q of µptXjuq, j ě 1, are independent.
Proof. This is an enriched instance of coagulation-fragmentation duality, see e.g. [39, Section 5.5]. We use
a combinatorial approach, with notation pxqnÒγ “ xpx`γq ¨ ¨ ¨ px`pn´1qγq and using known distributions
of (ordered and unordered) Chinese restaurant partitions [39, 41]. Fix n ě 1.
What is the probability that an ordered pβ1, θ{αq-coagulation groups the tables of an unordered pα, θq-
Chinese restaurant partition of rns into m groups pn1,1, . . . , n1,k1q, . . . , pnm,1, . . . , nm,kmq? If we denote
by ` the number of new right-most groups opened, and pγqjÒδ :“ γpγ ` δq ¨ ¨ ¨ pγ ` pj ´ 1qδq, then it is
pθ ` αqk1`¨¨¨`km´1Òα
ś
iPrms
ś
jPrkisp1´ αqnijÒ1
p1` θqn´1Ò1
pβ1qm´`´1pθ{αq`śiPrmsp1´ β1qki´1Ò1
p1` θ{αqk1`¨¨¨`km´1Ò1 .
What is the probability that an unordered pα,´αβ1q-fragmentation of an ordered pαβ1, θq-Chinese restau-
rant partition of rns yields m tables further split into pn1,1, . . . , n1,k1q, . . . , pnm,1, . . . , nm,kmq? If we denote
by ` the number of new right-most tables, then it is
pαβ1qm´`´1θ`śiPrmsp1´ αβ1qni,1`¨¨¨`ni,ki´1Ò1
p1` θqn´1Ò1
ź
iPrms
pα´ αβ1qki´1Òα
ś
jPrkisp1´ αqnij´1Ò1
p1´ αβ1qni,1`¨¨¨`ni,ki´1Ò1
.
Elementary cancellations show that these two expressions are equal for all n ě 1. Since these structured
partitions can be constructed in a consistent way, as n ě 1 varies, the statement of the lemma merely
records different aspects of the limiting arrangement, either asymptotic frequencies in size-biased order of
least labels coagulated by a labelled strings of beads, or respectively a string of beads with blocks further
fragmented, with fragments in size-biased order of least labels.
The following result can be proved using the same method.
Lemma 4.17. Let P “ pPi, i ě 1q „ GEMpα, θq and, for α P p0, 1q, θ ą 0, let pΛ “ ppΛ1, . . . , pΛrq be
an independent Dirichletpθ1{α, . . . , θr{αq partition of N with řiPrrs θi “ θ. Use ppΛ1, . . . , pΛrq to coagulate
pPi, i ě 1q into Rj :“ řiPpΛj Pi, with relative part sizes Qpjqm :“ Ppijpmq{Rj, m ě 1, labelled by the
increasing bijection pij : NÑ pΛj, j P rrs. Then
• the vector pR1, . . . , Rrq of aggregate masses has a Dirichletpθ1, . . . , θrq distribution,
• the sequence of fragments pQpjqm ,m ě 1q has a GEMpα, θjq distribution, for each j P rrs,
• the vector pR1, . . . , Rrq and the fragments pQpjqm ,m ě 1q of Rj, j P rrs, are independent.
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In the context of Algorithm 4.11, it is useful to adopt the following terminology. Consider a branch
point of the reduced stable tree and the associated Ford tree. The (unordered) pα, θq-Chinese restaurant
behind P partitions the total branch point mass into subtrees (unmarked tables) which carry leaf labels
of the stable tree (unmarked customers). A transition k Ñ k ` 1 of the algorithm spreads the subtrees
over a new string of beads of the Ford tree. The ordered structures pξ and pΛ, respectively, partition the
leaf labels of the Ford tree (marked customers) into marked tables (whose sizes are captured by pν for each
marked component separately). The coagulation takes subtrees as marked customers and so coagulates
those unmarked tables that are listed in the same marked table to form a partition of unmarked customers
(leaves of the stable tree) into marked tables. The further partition into unmarked tables within each
marked table is then a fragmentation of the unmarked customers (leaf labels of the stable tree).
Proof of Proposition 4.14. As the families of weighted discrete 8-marked R-trees in (4.14), suitably rep-
resented, are consistent and at step k uniquely determine the trees at steps 0, . . . , k ´ 1, it suffices to
show that for fixed k ě 0´
R
´pTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk ¯ ,´ pRpiqk , i ě 1¯ , pppikq˚pµk¯ d“ ´T ˚k ,´Rpiqk , i ě 1¯ , µ˚k¯ . (4.15)
We will prove (4.15) by induction on k, showing that the LHS follows the characterisation of the distribu-
tion of the two-colour tree on the RHS given in Proposition 4.4. The case k “ 0 follows from Proposition
1.9 in combination with Corollary 3.13.
For general k ě 0, we obtain the shape Tk of a stable tree Tk reduced to the first k` 1 leaves from the
stable tree growth processes with masses naturally embedded in Algorithm 4.11, and conditionally given
its shape with ` branch points v1, . . . , v` of degrees d1, . . . , d`, a Dirichletpβ, . . . , β,m1`p1´2βq, . . . ,m``
p1´ 2βqq mass split between edges and branch points as in Proposition 3.12 where mi :“ di ´ 2, i P r`s.
We further obtain rescaled independent pβ, βq-strings of beads on the branches of the stable tree, i.e. the
unmarked branches of RppTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk q, cf. Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 1.9.
From the stick-breaking representation (3.4) of GEM(¨, ¨) and Algorithm 1.7, the relative masses of
the subtrees of T zTk rooted at vi indexed in increasing order of smallest leaf labels form a vector with
distribution GEMp1´ β,mip1´ βq ` p1´ 2βqq, independently for each branch point, i P r`s.
From the independent Ford tree growth processes via labelled strings of beads built from the ppξk, k ě 0q
in Algorithm 4.11, we have the shapes of conditionally independent Ford trees with m1, . . . ,m` leaves, and
for each Ford tree conditionally given the shape, independently a Dirichletpβ1, . . . , β1, 1 ´ β1, . . . , 1 ´ β1q
partition of N obtained by relabelling the edge-partition of labels Nzrmis by the increasing bijection
Nzrmis Ñ N. These partitions are further split on each internal edge by a labelled pβ1, β1q-string of beads,
and on each external edge by a labelled pβ1, 1´ β1q-string of beads, again all labelled by N and obtained
by increasing bijections from N to the label sets of the edges.
We apply Lemma 4.17 with P as the GEMp1´β,mip1´βq`p1´2βqq split into further subtree masses
of the ith marked component and pΛ as the Dirichletpβ1, . . . , β1, 1 ´ β1, . . . , 1 ´ β1q partition of marked
Ford labels in the ith component. We note that we eventually place subtrees in their size-biased order in
P into the further Ford leaves of the ith component. Therefore, the coagulation of Lemma 4.17 produces
a Dirichletpβ, . . . , β, 1 ´ 2β, . . . , 1 ´ 2βq mass split onto the edges and independent GEMp1 ´ β, βq and
GEMp1´ β, 1´ 2βq sequences of fragments of these edge masses.
We apply Lemma 4.16 for each edge, with P as the GEMp1´ β, βq or GEMp1´ β, 1´ 2βq sequence of
fragments and with the labelled pβ1, β1q- or pβ1, 1´ β1q-string of beads as pξ, independent. Again, we note
that we eventually place subtrees in their size-biased order in P according to the positions of the labels
in the labelled string of beads. Therefore, the coagulation of Lemma 4.16 produces a mass split according
to a pβ, βq- or pβ, 1´ 2βq-string of beads, respectively.
We obtain two-colour shapes as needed for the distribution of the RHS of (4.15) characterised in
Proposition 4.4. Conditionally given the two-colour shape, we obtain independent Dirichlet splits onto
edges that combine to a Dirichletpβ, . . . , β, 1´2β, . . . , 1´2βq split, with parameters β for unmarked and
marked internal edges and 1 ´ 2β for marked external edges. Again conditionally given the two-colour
shape, we obtain, independently of the Dirichlet splits, for each unmarked and marked internal edge an
independent pβ, βq-string of beads, and for each marked external edge a pβ, 1 ´ 2βq-string of beads. If
we arrange the edges in the tree shape suitably by depth first search and sort the Dirichlet vectors and
the vectors of strings accordingly, their joint conditional distribution does not depend on the two-colour
shape, so the two-colour shape, the overall Dirichlet split and the strings of beads are jointly independent.
Finally, Algorithm 4.11 scales the strings of beads. We can write pP piqqβpDpiqqβ1 “ pDpiqmiqβ1pP piqpmiqqβ ,
where D
piq
mi is the p1 ´ βq-diversity of P in the application of Lemma 4.17 above, independent of the
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total mass P
piq
pmiq “
ř
jěmi`1 P
piq
j on the ith component, which is further split according to the Dirichlet
distribution found above, as required. Altogether, the distribution is the same as in Proposition 4.4.
Proof of Theorem 4.8 and (1.4) in Theorem 1.4. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.14 and
Corollary 4.15.
In Theorem 4.8, we identified the tree growth processes pRpiqk , k ě 1q, i ě 1, as consistent families of
tree growth processes which obey the growth rules of a Ford tree growth process of index β1 “ β{p1´βq.
Rescaling these processes to obtain i.i.d. sequences of Ford trees requires knowledge of the scaling factor
which is incorporated in the limiting stable tree. It is, however, possible to approximate this scaling factor
using the tree constructed up to step k only. We are further able to obtain i.i.d. marked subtree growth
processes obeying the Ford growth rules (but with wrong starting lengths) applying suitable scaling.
Theorem 4.18 (Embedded Ford trees). Let pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q as in Algorithm 4.2.
(i) The normalised tree growth processes in the components, with projected µ-masses, are i.i.d.:´
Gpiqm , µpiqm ,m ě 1
¯
“
˜
µ˚
k
piq
1
ˆ
Rpiq
k
piq
1
˙´β
Rpiq
k
piq
m
, µ˚
k
piq
1
ˆ
Rpiq
k
piq
1
˙´1
µ˚kæRpiqk ,m ě 1
¸
, i ě 1. (4.16)
(ii) The processes
`
µ˚
k
piq
1
`Rpiq
k
piq
1
˘´βRpiq
k
piq
m
,m ě 1˘, without µ-masses are i.i.d. Ford tree growth processes
of index β1 “ β{1´β as in Algorithm 1.2, i ě 1, but starting from MLpβ, 1´2βq, not MLpβ1, 1´β1q.
(iii) For i ě 1, define Cpiqm :“ p1´ βqβm´β2{p1´βqµ˚
k
piq
m
`Rpiq
k
piq
m
˘´β
. The processes pCpiqm Rpiq
k
piq
m
,m ě 1q with
scaling constant depending on m, i ě 1, are i.i.d., limmÑ8 Cpiqm “
`
Hpiq
˘´β{p1´βq
µ˚
k
piq
1
`Rpiq
k
piq
1
˘´β
a.s., where Hpiq „ MLp1´ β, 1´ 2βq, and limmÑ8 Cpiqm Rpiq
k
piq
m
“ F piq a.s. in the Gromov-Hausdorff
topology where pF piq, i ě 1q are i.i.d. Ford CRTs of index β1.
Proof. See Section A.2 in the appendix.
5. Continuum tree asymptotics
In this section, we use embedding to show the convergence of the constructions in Theorems 1.5 and 1.6.
5.1. Embedding of the two-colour line-breaking construction into a binary compact CRT
In [45] we constructed CRTs recursively based on recursive distribution equations as reviewed by Aldous
and Bandyopadhyay [5]. This method applied to a β-mixed string of beads yields a compact CRT pT ˚, µ˚q
in which we can embed the two-colour line-breaking construction. Let us briefly recall the recursive
construction of pT ˚, µ˚q from [45, Proposition 4.12] including some useful notation. We only outline the
constructions without going into the mathematical details for which we refer to [45].
For β P p0, 1{2s, consider a sequence of independent strings of beads pξi, i P Uq,
ξi “
˜
r0, Lis,
ÿ
jě1
PijδXij
¸
, i P U,
where ξ∅ is a pβ, βq-string of beads independent of the β-mixed strings of beads ξi, i P Uzt∅u, and
U :“ Ťně0Nn is the infinite Ulam-Harris tree. Let pTˇ0, µˇ0q “ ξ∅, and for n ě 0, conditionally given
pTˇn, µˇnq with µˇn “ řijPNn`1 PˇijδXˇij , attach to each Xˇij an isometric copy of the string of beads ξij
• with metric rescaled by µˇnpXˇijqβ , and mass measure rescaled by µˇnpXˇijq,
• so that the atom PijkδXijk of ξij is scaled to become an atom of Tˇn`1 denoted by PˇijkδXˇijk , k ě 1,
for all ij P Nn`1 respectively. Denote the resulting tree by pTˇn`1, µˇn`1q.
By construction, pTˇn, µˇnq only carries mass in the points Xˇij , ij P Nn`1, i.e. µˇnpTˇnzTˇn´1q “ 0 for
n ě 0. Note that, for any Xˇi1i2¨¨¨in`1 P Tˇn, n ě 0,
µˇn
`
Xˇi1i2¨¨¨in`1
˘ “ Pˇi1i2¨¨¨in`1 “ Pi1Pi1i2 ¨ ¨ ¨Pi1i2¨¨¨in`1 .
This induces a recursive description of the trees pTˇn, µˇn, n ě 0q via the strings of beads pξi, i P Uq.
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Theorem 5.1 ([45, Proposition 4.12]). Let β P p0, 1{2s and pTˇn, µˇn, n ě 0q as above. Then there exists a
compact CRT pT ˚, µ˚q such that
lim
nÑ8
`Tˇn, µˇn˘ “ pT ˚, µ˚q a.s.
with respect to the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology.
We will show that the increasing sequence pT ˚k , k ě 0q of compact R-trees from Algorithm 4.2 converges
a.s. to a tree with the same distribution as T ˚. To do this and handle the marked components, we will
embed the sequence of weighted 8-marked R-trees pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q into a given pT ˚, µ˚q.
Note that the strings of beads ξi, i P Uzt∅u, are β-mixed strings of beads as used in Algorithm 4.2 but
are not elements of the space of (equivalence classes of) weighted 1-marked R-trees Tr1sw , as there is no
marked component. As we would like to embed into pT ˚, µ˚q the two-colour line breaking construction
which carries colour marks on β-mixed strings of beads, we need to determine I1 “ r0,K1s Ă I “ r0,Ks
such that pI, I1, λq „ νr1sβ given some ξ “ pI “ r0,Ks, λq „ νβ , where νβ and νr1sβ were introduced at the
beginning of Section 4 as distributions on one-branch trees in Tw and Tr1sw , respectively. The existence of
the conditional distribution of the point of the colour change K1 given ξ is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let ξ „ νβ. Then there exists a unique probability kernel κ from Tw to R such that
P pK1 P ¨|ξq “ κ pξ, ¨q a.s.. (5.1)
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 6.3 in [29], since R is a Borel space.
Given the weighted R-tree pT ˚, µ˚q, we will obtain a sequence of weighted 8-marked R-trees´
T ˚k ,
´
Rpiqk , i ě 1
¯
, µ˚k , k ě 0
¯
with the same distribution as pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q as an increasing sequence of subsets T ˚k Ă T ˚,
k ě 0, where the mass measure µ˚k captures the masses of the connected components of T ˚zT ˚k projected
onto T ˚k , k ě 0. The recursive structure ξi, i P U, provides the i.i.d. strings of beads needed in Algorithm
4.2, which the colour change kernel (5.1) turns into i.i.d. 1-marked strings of beads.
Algorithm 5.3 (Two-colour embedding). Let β P p0, 1{2s. We embed into the tree pT ˚, µ˚q of Theorem
5.1 weighted 8-marked R-trees pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚kq, k ě 0, as follows.
0. Let pT ˚0 , µ0˚ q “ ξ∅ be the initial pβ, βq-string of beads; let r0 “ 0 and Rpiq0 “ tρu, i ě 1.
Given pT ˚j , pRpiqj , i ě 1q, µj˚ q with µj˚ “
ř
xPT ˚j µj˚ pxqδx, 0 ď j ď k, let rk “ #ti ě 1: R
piq
k ‰ tρuu;
1. select an edge E
˚
k Ă T ˚k with probability proportional to its mass µ˚kpE˚kq; if E˚k Ă Rpiqk for some
i P rrks, let Ik “ i; otherwise, i.e. if E˚k Ă T ˚kz
Ť
iPrrksR
piq
k , let rk`1“rk`1, Ik“rk`1;
2. if E
˚
k is an external edge of R
piq
k , perform pβ, 1 ´ 2βq-coin tossing sampling on E˚k to determine
J
˚
k P E˚k ; otherwise, i.e. if E˚k Ă T ˚kz
Ť
iPrrksR
piq
k or if E
˚
k is an internal edge of R
piq
k , sample J
˚
k
from the normalised mass measure on E
˚
k ;
3. let j P U such that J˚k “ Xˇj and µ˚kpJ˚kq “ Pˇj; sample a point Ωk from κpξj, ¨q; to form pT ˚k`1, µ˚k`1q,
remove µ˚kpJ˚kqδJ˚k from µ
˚
k and add to T
˚
k the scaled copy of the string of beads ξj with Ωk embedded
in T ˚; set RpIkqk`1 “ RpIkqk Y rrJ˚k ,Ωkss and Rpiqk`1 “ Rpiqk , i ‰ Ik.
The proof of the following statement can be found in the Appendix A.1, together with similar proofs.
Proposition 5.4. The sequences of trees constructed in Algorithm 4.2 and Algorithm 5.3 have the same
distribution, i.e. pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q d“pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q.
5.2. Convergence of two-colour trees, and the proof of Theorem 1.5
Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.15 demonstrate that the two-colour line-breaking construction naturally
combines the stable tree growth process, and infinitely many rescaled subtree growth processes that build
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rescaled independent Ford CRTs. We can show that the tree growth process pT ˚k , k ě 0q converges to a
compact CRT with the same distribution as the CRT pT ˚, µ˚q constructed in the beginning of Section
5.1, using the embedding of Algorithm 5.3 and Proposition 5.4.
Proposition 5.5 (Convergence of pT ˚k , µ˚k , k ě 0q). Let pT ˚k , µ˚k , k ě 0q be the sequence of weighted
R-trees from Algorithm 4.2. Then, there is a compact CRT pT ˚, µ˚q such that
lim
kÑ8 dGHP ppT
˚
k , µ
˚
kq , pT ˚, µ˚qq “ 0 a.s.. (5.2)
Proof. We prove the claim for the sequence of weighted R-trees pT ˚k , µ˚k , k ě 0q embedded in a givenpT ˚, µ˚q as in Section 5.1. Then (5.2) will follow from Proposition 5.4.
By Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.7, we can couple a stable tree growth process prTk, rµkq Ñ pT , µq with
pT ˚k , µ˚k , k ě 0q in such a way that rµk is a push-forward of µ˚k . In particular, we have
maxtµ˚kpxq, x P T ˚ku ď maxtrµkpxq, x P rTku Ñ 0 a.s.. (5.3)
On the other hand, µ˚k is the pushforward of µ˚ under the projection map pi
˚
k : T ˚ Ñ T ˚k . Now assume,
for contradiction that
Ť
kě0 T
˚
k ‰ T ˚. Since all leaves are limit points of T ˚zLfpT ˚q and by Theorem
5.1, T ˚ is a CRT, there is x P T ˚zŤkě0 T ˚k such that the subtree of T ˚ above x has positive mass
c :“ µ˚pTx˚ q ą 0. Since
Ť
kě0 T
˚
k is path-connected, Tx˚ X
Ť
kě0 T
˚
k “ ∅, and hence all µ˚k must have an
atom greater than c, which contradicts (5.3).
We conclude that
Ť
kě0 T
˚
k “ T ˚. Since T ˚ is compact and the union is increasing in k ě 0, this
implies GH-convergence. The convergence in the GHP sense follows since the mass measure µ˚k is the
projection of µ˚ onto T ˚k , see the proof of [41, Corollary 23] for details of this argument.
Corollary 5.6 (Convergence of two-colour trees). Let pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q be the two-colour tree
growth process from Algorithm 4.2 for some β P p0, 1{2s. Then there exist a compact CRT pT ˚, µ˚q, an
i.i.d. sequence pF piq, i ě 1q of Ford CRTs of index β1 “ β{p1 ´ βq and scaling factors pCpiq, i ě 1q as in
Corollary 4.15 with limkÑ8 d8GHP
``T ˚k , `Rpiqk , i ě 1˘, µ˚k˘, `T ˚, ``Cpiq˘´1F piq, i ě 1˘, µ˚˘˘ “ 0 a.s..
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 5.5 and Corollary 4.15.
It will be convenient to use the representation of Algorithm 4.11. We note the following consequences
of the construction, in the light of the Proposition 5.5.
Corollary 5.7. In the setting of Algorithm 4.11
(i) the closure pT in l1pN20q of the increasing union Ťkě0RppTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk q is compact;
(ii) the natural projection of pT onto the subspace spanned by ek,0, k ě 0, is the stable tree T ;
(iii) the natural projection of pT onto the subspace spanned by em,i, m ě 1, scaled by the scaling factor
Cpiq of Remark 4.12, is a Ford CRT for each i ě 1.
Proof. (i) It follows from Propositions 4.14 and 5.5, that the closure pT in l1pN20q of the increasing union
is compact. (ii) holds by construction since all steps of Algorithm 4.11 preserve this projection property
for the trees pTk, k ě 0. (iii) holds by Corollary 4.15 since the scaled projections of RppTk, pΣpkq0 , . . . , pΣpkqk q
are Ford tree growth processes whose mth growth step is for k “ kpiqm , m ě 1, i ě 1.
These two corollaries imply Theorem 1.5.
5.3. Branch point replacement in a stable tree, and the proof of Theorem 1.6
The aim of this section is to replace branch points of the stable tree by rescaled independent Ford CRTs.
Let us denote the independent Ford tree growth processes underlying Corollary 5.7(iii) by pF piqm ,m ě 1q,
and the Ford CRTs with leaf labels by pF piq,Ωpiqm ,m ě 1q, i ě 1, all embedded in the appropriate
coordinates. Now fix i ě 1, and focus on the mth subtree of the ith branch point of T , suppose Σn is its
smallest label. In Algorithm 4.11, each insertion into the ith marked component shifts some subtrees of
the ith branch point, and the subtree we consider stops being shifted at the mth insertion.
The branch point replacement algorithm can be viewed as a change of order of the insertions of
Algorithm 4.11. The kth step of Algorithm 4.11 gets Σk into its final position pΣpkqk by inserting one
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branch of a marked component. The ith step of the branch point replacement algorithm gets the smallest
labelled leaf of all subtrees of the ith branch point into their final positions by making all insertions into
the ith component. This amounts to shifting the mth subtree of the ith branch point by Ω
piq
m , m ě 1.
Algorithm 5.8 (Branch point replacement in the stable tree). We construct a sequence of weighted
i-marked R-trees pBpiq, pRp1q, . . . ,Rpiqq, µpiqq. Let pBp0q, µp0qq “ pT , µq be the embedded stable tree with
leaves Σ
p0q
n “Σn, ně 0. For iě 1, conditionally given pBpi´1q, pRp1q, . . . ,Rpi´1qq, µpi´1q, pΣpi´1qn , n ě 0qq,
shift the connected components Spiqm , m P t0, 1, 2, . . . ;8q, of Bpi´1qzvpi´1qi of the ith branch point vpi´1qi :
Bpiq :“ Spiq8 Y Spiq0 Y
ˆ
v
pi´1q
i `
´
Cpiq
¯´1
F piq
˙
Y
ď
mě1
ˆ´
Cpiq
¯´1
Ωpiqm ` Spiqm
˙
where F piq is the independent Ford CRT with labelled Ford leaves pΩpiqm ,m ě 1q. Take as µpiq the measure
µpi´1q shifted with each of the connected components and set Rpiq :“
´
v
pi´1q
i `
`
Cpiq
˘´1 F piq¯.
Theorem 5.9 (Branch point replacement). The R-trees pBpiq, pRp1q, . . . ,Rpiq, t0u, t0u, . . .q, µpiqq, of Al-
gorithm 5.8 converge in pT8w , d8GHPq to a limit with the same distribution as in Corollary 5.6, i.e.
lim
iÑ8 d
8
GHP
ˆ´
Bpiq,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpiq, t0u, . . .
¯
, µpiq
¯
,
ˆ
T ˚,
ˆ´
Cpiq
¯´1
F piq, i ě 1
˙
, µ˚
˙˙
“ 0 a.s..
Proof. By construction, the trees spanned by the first k leaves are the same in Algorithms 4.11 and 5.8:´
R
´pTk,Σpkq0 , . . . ,Σpkqk ¯ ,´ pRpiqk , i ě 1¯ , pµ˚k , k ě 0¯ “ ´Bpkqk ,´U piqk , i ě 1¯ , λk, k ě 0¯ (5.4)
where Bpkqk :“ RpBpkq,Σpkq0 , . . . ,Σpkqk q, U piqk :“ RpiqXBpkqk , and λk “ ppiBk q˚µpkq denotes the projected mass
measure.
By Proposition 4.14 and Corollary 5.6, we have convergence of reduced trees to the claimed limit. In
particular, for all ε ą 0, there is k0 ě 0 such that for all k ě k0,
d8GHP
ˆ´
Bpkqk ,
´
U piqk , i ě 1
¯
, λk
¯
,
ˆpT ,ˆ´Cpiq¯´1 F piq, i ě 1˙ , pµ˙˙ ă ε{3.
But this is only possible if all connected components of pT zBpkqk have height less than 2ε{3. By construction,
the components of BpkqzBpkqk are bounded in height by the corresponding components of height less than
2ε{3. Since pµ and µpkq have the same projection onto pTk “ Bpkqk , we conclude that also
d8GHP
´´
Bpkqk ,
´
U piqk , i ě 1
¯
, λk
¯
,
´
Bpkq,
´
Rp1q, . . . ,Rpkq, t0u, . . .
¯
, µpkq
¯¯
ă 2ε{3.
By the triangle inequality, this completes the proof.
This formalises and proves Theorem 1.6.
6. Discrete two-colour tree growth processes
Marchal [34] introduced a tree growth model related to the stable tree. Specifically, he built a sequence
of discrete trees pTn, n ě 0q, which we view as rooted R-trees with unit edge lengths, equipped with the
graph distance, i.e. the distance between two vertices x, y P Tn is the number of edges between x and y.
Algorithm 6.1 (Marchal’s algorithm). Let β P p0, 1{2s. We grow discrete trees Tn, n ě 0, as follows.
0. Let T0 consist of a root ρ and a leaf Σ0, connected by an edge.
Given Tn, with leaves Σ0, . . . ,Σn,
1. distribute a total weight of n`β by assigning pd´ 3qp1´βq` 1´ 2β to each vertex of degree d ě 3
and β to each edge of Tn; select a vertex or an edge in Tn at random according to these weights;
2. if an edge is selected, insert a new vertex, i.e. replace the selected edge by two edges connecting the
new vertex to the vertices of the selected edge; proceed with the new vertex as the selected vertex;
3. in all cases, add a new edge from the selected vertex to a new leaf Σn`1 to form Tn`1.
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Strengthening a result by Marchal [34], Curien and Haas [9] showed that the sequence of trees pTn, n ě 0q
has the stable tree T of index β as its a.s. scaling limit, in the following strong sense:
lim
nÑ8n
´βTn “ T a.s. in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
The trees pFm,m ě 1q of a Ford tree growth process can also be obtained as scaling limits of a discrete
tree growth process, the so-called Ford alpha-model. Both Marchal’s model related to the stable tree and
Ford’s alpha-model are contained as special cases in the alpha-gamma-model studied in [8].
Definition 6.2 (The alpha-gamma-model). Let α P r0, 1s and γ P p0, αs. We grow discrete trees Tn, n ě 1:
0. Let T1 consist of a root ρ and a leaf Σ1, connected by an edge.
Given Tn, with leaves Σ1, . . . ,Σn,
1. distribute a total weight of n ´ α by assigning pd ´ 2qα ´ γ to each vertex of Tn of degree d ě 3,
1´ α to each external edge of Tn, and γ to each internal edge of Tn; select a vertex or an edge in
Tn at random according to these weights;
2. if an edge is selected, insert a new vertex, i.e. replace the selected edge by two edges connecting the
new vertex to the vertices of the selected edge; proceed with the new vertex as the selected vertex;
3. in all cases, add a new edge from the selected vertex to a new leaf Σn`1 to form Tn`1.
Note that the case γ “ 1´α “ β gives Marchal’s model, Algorithm 6.1, while the case γ “ α “ β1 was
introduced by Daniel Ford in his thesis [18] and is referred to as Ford’s alpha-model. In the latter, branch
points get assigned weight zero after their creation, i.e. the trees in Ford’s alpha model are binary.
Lemma 6.3 (Convergence of reduced trees). Let pTn, n ě 1q be an alpha-gamma tree-growth process for
some α P p0, 1q and γ P p0, αs. For k ě 1, consider the reduced tree R pTn,Σ1, . . . ,Σkq spanned by the root
and the first k leaves, equipped with the graph distance on Tn, i.e. for any edge aÑ b in R pTn,Σ1, . . . ,Σkq
the number of edges between a and b in Tn. Then there exists an R-tree Rk such that
lim
nÑ8n
´γR pTn,Σ0, . . . ,Σkq “ Rk a.s.
in the Gromov-Hausdorff topology. Furthermore, conditionally given that Tk has a total of k ` ` edges,
i.e. that Tk has ` branch points, the edge lengths of Rk are given by LkV γk Dk where
Dk „ Dirichlet pp1´ αq{γ, . . . , p1´ αq{γ, 1, . . . , 1q
with a weight of p1´ αq{γ for each external edge, and weight 1 for each internal edge, and
Lk „ MLpγ, `γ ` kp1´ αqq, Vk „ Beta pkp1´ αq ` `γ, pk ´ 1qα´ `γq
are conditionally independent.
Note that in the stable case, the total length is a Vk „ Betappk` `qp1´αq, pk´1´ `qα´ `q proportion
of Lk „ MLp1´α, pk` `qp1´αqq, and is uniformly distributed amongst the k` ` edges. In Ford’s model,
we have ` “ k´1, and we distribute the “full” length Lk „ MLpα, k´αq according to a Dirichlet variable
Dk with a parameter of 1{α´ 1 for each external edge and parameter 1 for each internal edge.
In a similar manner, we can obtain the two-colour trees pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1qq, k ě 0, as a.s. scaling limits
of the following discrete tree growth process in the space of 8-marked R-trees with unit edge lengths.
Definition 6.4 (The discrete two-colour model). Let β P p0, 1{2s. We grow discrete two-colour trees
pTn˚ , pRpiqn , i ě 1qq, n ě 0, as follows.
0. Let T0 consist of a root ρ and a leaf Σ0 connected by an edge, let R
piq
0 “ tρu, i ě 1, and r0 “ 0.
Given pTn˚ , pRpiqn , i ě 1qq, with leaves Σ0, . . . ,Σn and rn “ #ti ě 1: Rpiqn ‰ tρuu,
1. distribute a total weight of n` β by assigning β to each unmarked and each internal marked edge
of Tn, and 1´ 2β to each external marked edge of Tn; select an edge in Tn at random according to
these weights;
2. if the selected edge is unmarked, replace it by two unmarked edges connecting the new vertex to
the vertices of the selected edge and set In “ rn ` 1; if the selected edge is a marked edge of Rpiqn
for some i ě 1, replace it by two marked edges and set In “ i; proceed with the new vertex as the
selected vertex;
3. add a new degree-2 vertex, connect it to the selected vertex by a marked edge, and to a new leaf
Σn`1 by an unmarked edge; add the marked edge to R
pInq
n to form R
pInq
n`1; set R
piq
n`1 “ Rpiqn for i ‰ In.
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Proposition 6.5 (Convergence of the discrete two-colour model). Consider the discrete two-colour tree
growth process pTn˚ , pRpiqn , i ě 1q, n ě 0q from Definition 6.4, which we view as a sequence of 8-marked
R-trees with unit edge lengths. For all k ě 0, let RpTn˚ , pRpiqn , i ě 1q,Σ0, . . . ,Σkq denote the reduced tree
spanned by the root ρ and the leaves Σ0, . . . ,Σk. Then
lim
nÑ8n
´βR
´
Tn˚ ,
´
Rpiqn , i ě 1
¯
,Σ0, . . . ,Σk
¯
“
´
T ˚k ,
´
Rpiqk , i ě 1
¯¯
a.s.
with respect to the distance d8GH defined in (2.6), where pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, k ě 0q is as in Algorithm 1.3.
Conditionally given that T˚k has rk marked components R
piq
k ‰ tρu with d1 ´ 2, . . . , drk ´ 2 leaves, the
distribution of the edge lengths of pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1qq is given by S˚kDk where S˚k „ MLpβ, β ` kq and
Dk „ Dirichlet p1, . . . , 1, 1{β ´ 2, . . . , 1{β ´ 2q
with weight 1 for each unmarked edge and each internal marked edge, and weight 1{β´2 for each external
marked edge, are conditionally independent.
The proof of Proposition 6.5 is based on exactly the same techniques as the proof of the corresponding
result for the alpha-gamma model, cf. [8, Propositions 21 and 22], and the result for pα, θq-tree growth
processes, cf. [41, Proposition 14]. We omit the details.
Remark 6.6. One can obtain the mass measures µ˚k , k ě 0, as the scaling limits of the empirical measures
on the leaves of Tn, projected onto the reduced trees, using the same methods as in [41]. In particular,
each edge equipped with limiting relative projected subtree masses is a rescaled pβ, θq-string of beads
where θ “ β for internal marked and unmarked edges, and θ “ 1´ 2β for external marked edges. It can
be shown directly that these strings of beads are independent of each other and of the mass split on T ˚k ,
which has distribution Dirichletpβ, . . . , β, 1´ 2β, . . . , 1´ 2βq, with parameter β for each internal marked
and unmarked edge, and parameter 1´ 2β for each external marked edge of T ˚k , as in Proposition 4.4.
Appendix A: Appendix
We present the proofs postponed from earlier parts of this paper.
A.1. Coupling proofs of Proposition 3.12, Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 5.4
The proofs of Proposition 3.12, Theorem 4.6 (i) and (ii), and of Proposition 5.4 are based on coupling
arguments and are quite similar to one another. We present the proof of Theorem 4.6(i) first.
Proof of Theorem 4.6(i). Recall the constructions of pT ˚k , µ˚kq in Algorithm 4.2 and prTk, rµkq in (4.8). We
couple pTk, µk, k ě 0q to pT ˚k , µ˚k , k ě 0q and identify the distribution as required for Algorithm 1.7:
• We couple the initial pβ, βq-strings of beads to be equal pT0, µ0q “ prT0, rµ0q “ pT0˚ , µ0˚ q.
• Supposing that pTk, µkq “ prTk, rµkq for some k ě 0, set Jk :“ rJk “ rJ˚k s„, ξk “ ξp2qk , and
Qk :“ p1´ γkqµ˚kpJ˚k q{rµkp rJkq,
where we recall that p1 ´ γkq „ Betapβ, 1 ´ 2βq is the independent scaling factor for ξp2qk in the
construction of a β-mixed string of beads from ξ
p1q
k , ξ
p2q
k and γk, as at the beginning of Section 4. If
the selected atom J˚k is an element of a marked component, Qk is the proportion of the mass of J
˚
k
added to this marked component in the form of a rescaled independent pβ, βq-string of beads ξp2qk ,
while a proportion of 1´Qk is split into an unmarked rescaled pβ, 1´ 2βq-string of beads ξp1qk .
Since rJk was sampled from rµk, Jk is sampled from µk, as required for Algorithm 1.7. It remains to check
that the scaling factor Qkrµkp rJkq induced by Algorithm 4.2, applied to the pβ, βq-string of beads ξk “ ξp2qk
that is used in the attachment procedure, is as needed for Algorithm 1.7. We work conditionally given
the event that rTk has ` branch points rvj of sizes dj “ degprvj , rTkq, j P r`s, respectively.
• If rJk ‰ rvi for i P r`s, then Jk “ rJk “ J˚k , and a new branch point rJk of degree degp rJk, rTk`1q “ 3 “
1` degp rJk, rTkq is created. The mass µ˚kpJ˚k q “ rµkp rJkq is split by the independent random variable
γk „ Betap1´2β, βq into a branch point weight rµk`1p rJkq “ γkrµkp rJkq and the isometric copy of the
pβ, βq-string of beads ξp2qk “ ξk, scaled by rµkp rJkqp1´ γkq “ rµkp rJkqQk where Qk „ Betapβ, 1´ 2βq
is conditionally independent of ξk and pTk, µk, Jkq given degpJk, Tkq “ 2, as required.
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• If rJk “ rvi of degree degprvi, rTkq “ di for some i P r`s, we first select an edge E˚k of Rpiqk from µ˚k
restricted to Rpiqk . Conditionally given that E˚k has been selected, we choose J˚k P E˚k according to
pβ, θq-coin tossing sampling, where θ “ β if E˚k is an internal edge of Rpiqk , and θ “ 1´2β otherwise.
By Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.2(iii)-(iv), conditionally given J˚k P E˚k , the relative mass split
in Rpiqk is
Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, 1´ 2β, . . . , 1´ 2β, β, 1´ β, θq
with parameter β for each non-selected internal edge of Rpiqk , 1´ 2β for each non-selected external
edge of Rpiqk , β for the part of E˚k closer to the root, θ for the other part of E˚k , and 1´ β for the
atom J˚k . In any case (i.e. no matter if E
˚
k is internal or external), we get by Proposition 3.2(i)-(ii)
that, conditionally given rJk “ rvi,
µ˚kpJ˚k q{rµkp rJkq „ Beta p1´ β, pdi ´ 2qp1´ βqq
is independent of rµkp rJkq, as the internal relative mass split in Rpiqk is independent of its total mass,
see Proposition 4.4 and Proposition 3.2(ii). Overall, still conditionally given rJk “ rvi, we have that
µ˚k pJ˚k q p1´ γkq “ p1´ γkq
ˆ
µ˚k pJ˚k q rµk ´ rJk¯´1˙ rµk ´ rJk¯ “ Qkrµk ´ rJk¯
where Qk „ Betapβ, dip1´βq´1q, as is easily checked using Proposition 3.2(i)-(iii). Note that Qk is
also conditionally independent of rµkp rJkq given rJk “ rvi and degprvj , rTkq “ di. This is due to the fact
that the mass split within Rpiqk , and the mass split between the edges of rTk and its branch points
are conditionally independent given there are ` branch points rvj with degprvj , rTkq “ dj , j P r`s.
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.6(i), let us couple so that the initial
weighted 8-marked R-trees coincide, i.e. let pT0˚ , pRpiq0 , i ě 1q, µ0˚ q :“ pT ˚0 , pRpiq0 , i ě 1q, µ0˚ q. Then,
pT0˚ , µ0˚ q is a pβ, βq-string of beads, and Rpiq0 “ tρu for all i ě 1, as required for Algorithm 4.2.
Supposing that pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚kq “ pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚kq for some k ě 0, set J˚k :“ J˚k , Ik :“ Ik,
and if J
˚
k “ Xˇij , take as pE`k , µ`k q the scaled copy of ξij embedded in T ˚ and R`k “ rrJ˚k ,Ωkss. We need
to check that the induced update step from pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚kq to pT ˚k`1, pRpiqk`1, i ě 1q, µ˚k`1q is as
required in Algorithm 4.2. Selecting J
˚
k in Algorithm 5.3, we first select an edge E
˚
k of T ˚k proportionally to
µ˚kpE˚kq, and perform pβ, 1´2βq-coin tossing if E˚k is an external marked edge, and uniform sampling from
µkæE˚k otherwise, and since µ
˚
k “ µ˚k , this means that J˚k is sampled precisely as required for Algorithm
4.2, and in particular we have µ˚kpJ˚k q “ µ˚kpJ˚kq. Furthermore, pE`k , R`k , µ`k q is an independent β-mixed
string of beads, as it is obtained from ξij and the transition kernel κpξij , ¨q of Lemma 5.2. Therefore,´´
T ˚k ,
´
Rpiqk , i ě 1
¯
, µ˚k
¯
,
´
T ˚k`1,
´
Rpiqk`1, i ě 1
¯
, µ˚k`1
¯¯
has the same distribution as
`pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚kq, pT ˚k`1, pRpiqk`1, i ě 1q, µ˚k`1q˘, which proves Proposi-
tion 5.4, as both Algorithm 4.2 and Algorithm 5.3 specify Markov chains.
Proof of Proposition 3.12. Construction (1.1) and Algorithm 1.7 use the same notation. To avoid con-
fusion in this proof, we denote the sequence of trees of (1.1) by pT 1k , µ1k, k ě 0q. We will couple the
construction of pTk, µk, k ě 0q of Algorithm 1.7 to the given sequence pT 1k , µ1k, k ě 0q, specifically identi-
fying the sequences pJk, k ě 0q of attachment points, and pQk, k ě 0q of update random variables.
The coupling is as follows. Set pT0, µ0q “ pT 10 , µ10q, and, given pTk, µkq “ pT 1k , µ1kq for some k ě 0, set
Jk :“ J 1k where
J 1k :“ arg inf
 
d pρ, xq : x P T 1k`1zT 1k
(
,
let Qk “ 1´ µ1k`1pJ 1kq{µ1kpJ 1kq, and ξk :“
`
µ1k`1pT 1k`1zT 1kq´βT 1k`1zT 1k , µ1k`1pT 1k`1zT 1kq´1µ1k`1æT 1k`1zT 1k
˘
.
By Proposition 1.9, pT 10 , µ10q is a pβ, βq-string of beads, as required in Algorithm 1.7. Now assume
that pTk, µkq “ pT 1k , µ1kq for some k ě 0 with the distribution claimed in Proposition 3.12. Denote the
connected components of T zT 1k by SpiqÓj , j ě 1, i ě 1, completed by their root vertices ρi P T 1k , i ě 1,
respectively. Note that µ1kpρiq “
ř
jě1 µpSpiqÓj q.
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Since we sample Σk`1 from the mass measure µ on T , the conditional probability that Σk`1 P SpiqÓj ,
given pT , µq, pT 1k , µ1kq and pSpiqÓj , j ě 1, i ě 1q, is µpSpiqÓj q “ µ1kpρiqpµpSpiqÓj q{µ1kpρiqq, i.e. we can sample
J 1k in two steps: first, select one of the atoms ρi of T 1k proportionally to µ1kpρiq, and second, select one of
the components SpiqÓj with root ρi proportionally to relative mass µpSpiqÓj q{µ1kpρiq. By Theorem 3.10(ii)
and Proposition 3.7, we further note that conditionally given pT 1k , µ1kq with µ1k “
ř
iě1 µ1kpρiqδρi , we have
pµpSpiqj q{µ1kpρiq, j ě 1qÓ „ PDp1´β, pdi´ 3qp1´βq` 1´ 2βq with di “ degpρi, T 1kq, i ě 1, independently.
We have J 1k “ ρi with probability µ1kpρiq, and hence Jk is sampled from µk, as required in Algorithm
1.7. By Theorem 3.10(iii), the weighted R-treesˆ
µ
´
SpiqÓj
¯´β
SpiqÓj , µ
´
SpiqÓj
¯´1
µæSpiqÓj
˙
, j ě 1, i ě 1,
are independent copies of pT , µq, i.e. conditionally given Σk`1 P SpiqÓj , the sampling procedure of Σk`1 P
SpiqÓj from µpSpiqÓj q´1µæSpiqÓj is like sampling Σ0 P T from µ. Hence, ξk is an independent pβ, βq-string of
beads, as required in Algorithm 1.7.
Let us consider the distribution of Qk. Conditionally given degpJ 1k, T 1kq “ 2, Σk`1 is a leaf of a connected
component SpiqÓj of T zT 1k with root ρi “ J 1k, which is chosen independently and proportionally to relative
mass µpSpiqÓj q{µ1kpρiq. As noted above, the relative mass partition above J 1k is PDp1 ´ β,´βq, i.e. by
Proposition 3.7, Qk „ Betapβ, 1´ 2βq, as required in Algorithm 1.7.
Conditionally given degpJ 1k, T 1kq “ d for some d ě 3, Σk`1 is a leaf of a connected component SpiqÓj of
T zT 1k with root ρi “ J 1k. Then the relative mass partition of the connected components T zT 1k with root
ρi is PDp1´β, pd´3qp1´βq`1´2βq where we note that J 1k must have been selected d´2 times up step
k in order to obtain degpJ 1k, T 1kq “ d. Therefore, by Proposition 3.7, conditionally given degpJ 1k, T 1kq “ d,
Qk „ Betapβ, pd ´ 3qp1 ´ βq ` 1 ´ 2βq, as required in Algorithm 1.7. Also, by Proposition 3.7, Qk is
conditionally independent of µ1kpJ 1kq given degpJ 1k, T 1kq “ d. The mass split in pT 1k`1, µ1k`1q is easily found
from Proposition 3.2, cf. the proof of Proposition 4.4 for a similar elementary Dirichlet argument.
Proof of Theorem 4.6(ii). Recall that the ingredients in Algorithm 1.1 to construct the sequence on the
RHS of (4.12) are the Mittag-Leffer Markov chain pSk, k ě 0q, attachment points pJk, k ě 0q, and i.i.d.
random variables Bk, k ě 0, with B1 „ Betap1, 1{β ´ 2q. We recover these ingredients from the random
variables incorporated in the construction of the LHS of (4.12) via the following coupling.
• Set S0 “ S0˚ , i.e. S0 „ MLpβ, βq is the length of the initial pβ, βq-string of beads pT0˚ , µ0˚ q “ prT0, rµ0q.
For k ě 0, set Sk equal to the total length of T ˚k , i.e. Sk “ S˚k .
• Set pJk, k ě 0q “ p rJk, k ě 0q.
• Set pBk, k ě 0q “ pB˚k , k ě 0q, where B˚k denotes the length split between the unmarked and the
marked part of the independent β-mixed string of beads pE`k , R`k , µ`k q built from ξp1qk , ξp2qk and γk.
By Remark 4.1, pBk, k ě 0q is an i.i.d. sequence with B1 „ Betap1, 1{β ´ 2q, as required.
We will show that´rTk,´ĂW piqj , 0 ď j ď k, i ě 1¯¯ d“ ´Tk,´W piqj , 0 ď j ď k, i ě 1¯¯ (A.1)
for all k ě 0, which implies (4.12) as the families of trees prTk, k ě 0q and pTk, k ě 0q are consistent, i.e.
given the tree Tk at step k, we can recover the previous steps Tk´1, . . . , T0 of the tree sequence.
We prove (A.1) by induction on k. For k “ 0 the claim is trivial. Suppose that (A.1) holds up to k.
In the tree growth process prTk, k ě 0q edge and branch point selection is based on masses, whereas in
pTk, k ě 0q edges are selected based on length and branch points based on weights. We first prove the
correspondence of the selection rules, where we work conditionally given the shape of the tree rTk “ Tk, in
particular conditionally given that T ˚k has ` marked components Rpiqk ‰ tρu, i P r`s, of sizes di´2, i P r`s,
respectively, or, in other words, that rTk has ` branch points rvi, i P r`s, of degrees di, i P r`s, respectively,
and a total of k ` `` 1 edges. By (i) and Proposition 3.12, the total mass split in rTk is´rµk ´Ep1qk ¯ , . . . , rµk ´Epk```1qk ¯ , rµk prv1q , . . . , rµk prv`q¯ „ Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, wpd1q, . . . , wpd`qq (A.2)
where wpdiq “ pdi ´ 3qp1 ´ βq ` 1 ´ 2β for i P r`s. We denote the edge lengths and the branch point
weights in rTk by rLk “ ´rLp1qk , . . . , rLpk```1qk ¯ , ĂWk “ ´ĂW p1qk , . . . ,ĂW p`qk ¯ , (A.3)
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and use corresponding notation in Tk. We will show that the joint distributions of edge lengths, weights
and the selected attachment points rJk and Jk in rTk and Tk, respectively, are the same in Algorithm 4.2
and Algorithm 1.1, i.e. for any k ě 0, and any continuous and bounded function f : Rk`2``1 Ñ R,
E
”
f
´rLk,ĂWk¯1t rJkPEpjqk uı “ E ”f pLk,Wkq1tJkPEpjqk uı for any j P rk ` `` 1s, (A.4)
and E
”
f
´rLk,ĂWk¯1t rJk“vjuı “ E “f pLk,Wkq1tJk“vju‰ for any j P r`s. (A.5)
Then, together with the coupling, this completes the induction step. It remains to prove (A.4) and (A.5).
• Proof of (A.4). Fix some j P rk ` ` ` 1s, and consider the LHS of (A.4) first. Conditioning onrJk P Epjqk , and using the mass split (A.2) and Proposition 3.2(iv), we obtain
E
”
f
´rLk,ĂWk¯1t rJkPEpjqk uı “ βk ` βE ”f ´rLk,ĂWk¯ˇˇˇ rJk P Epjqk ı .
By Proposition 3.2(iv) and (A.2), conditionally given rJk P Epjqk , the distribution of the mass split´
X
p1q
k , . . . , X
pj´1q
k , X
pjq
k , X
pj`1q
k , . . . , X
pk```1q
k , X
pk```2q
k , . . . , X
pk`2``1q
k
¯
(A.6)
with X
piq
k “ rµkpEpiqk q for i P rk ` `` 1s and Xpiqk “ rµkprvi´pk```1qq for i P rk ` 2`` 1szrk ` `` 1s is
Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, 1` β, β, . . . , β, wpd1q, . . . , wpd`qq . (A.7)
Furthermore, still conditionally given rJk P Epjqk , rJk is an atom of mass rµkp rJkq “: U pjqk Xpjqk sampled
from the rescaled independent pβ, βq-string of beads related to Epjqk , splitting Epjqk into two edges
E
pjq
k`1 and E
pk```3q
k`1 of masses rµkpEpjqk`1q “: U p´qk Xpjqk and rµkpEpk```3qk`1 q “: U p`qk Xpjqk , respectively.
By Proposition 3.5, the relative mass split on E
pjq
k is given by´
U
p´q
k , U
pjq
k , U
p`q
k
¯
„ Dirichlet pβ, 1´ β, βq ,
and is independent of X
pjq
k “ rµkpEpjqk q, since, by (i) and Proposition 3.12, the pβ, βq-string of beadsˆ´
X
pjq
k
¯´β
E
pjq
k ,
´
X
pjq
k
¯´1 rµkæEpjqk
˙
is independent of the scaling factor X
pjq
k . We obtain the refined mass split´
X
p1q
k , . . . , X
pj´1q
k , X
p´q
k , X
pjq
k , X
p`q
k , X
pj`1q
k , . . . , X
pk`2``1q
k
¯
(A.8)
where X
piq
k “ Xpiqk , i P rk ` 2` ` 1sztj,`,´u and Xp´qk “ U p´qk Xpjqk , Xpjqk “ U pjqk Xpjqk and Xp`qk “
U
p`q
k X
pjq
k . By Proposition 3.2(iii), the distribution of (A.8) is
Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, β, 1´ β, β, β, . . . , β, wpd1q, . . . , wpd`qq .
Furthermore, the atom rJk induces the two rescaled independent pβ, βq-strings of beadsˆ´
X
p´q
k
¯´β
E
pjq
k`1,
´
X
p´q
k
¯´1 rµkæEpjqk`1
˙
,
ˆ´
X
p`q
k
¯´β
E
pk```3q
k`1 ,
´
X
p`q
k
¯´1 rµkæEpk```3qk`1
˙
where X
piq
k “ U piqk Xpjqk , i P t´,`u, i.e. the lengths of the edges Epjqk`1 and Epk```3qk`1 are given by
rLpjqk`1 “ ´U p´qk Xpjqk ¯βM p´qk , rLpk```3qk`1 “ ´U p`qk Xpjqk ¯βM p`qk ,
respectively, where M
piq
k „ MLpβ, βq, i P t´,`u, are independent, see Proposition 3.5. Conditionally
given rJk P Epjqk , by (A.1) and Corollary 3.9, the weights ĂW piqk of rTk are therefore
ĂW pi´pk```1qqk “ ´Xpiqk ¯βM piqk , i P rk ` 2`` 1szrk ` `` 1s,
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where the lengths rLpiqk are
rLpiqk “
$’&’%
´
X
piq
k
¯β
M
piq
k , i P rk ` `` 1szrjs,´
U
p´q
k X
pjq
k
¯β
M
p´q
k `
´
U
p`q
k X
pjq
k
¯β
M
p`q
k , i “ j,
for independent random variables
M
piq
k „
#
MLpβ, βq, i P rk ` `` 1sztju Y t´,`u,
MLpβ,wpdi´pk```1qqq, i P rk ` 2`` 1szrk ` `` 1s.
Also note that, by the definition of pS˚k , k ě 0q and the attachment procedure,
S˚k`1 ´ S˚k “ rµk ´ rJk¯βM˚k “ ´U pjqk Xpjqk ¯βM˚k
where M˚k „ MLpβ, 1´ βq is the length of the attached, independent β-mixed string of beads. We
conclude by Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2(i)-(ii) that S˚k “ A˚kS˚k`1 „ MLpβ, k ` βq where
S˚k`1 „ ML pβ, k ` 1` βq and A˚k „ Betapk{β`2, 1{β´1q are independent, and that, conditionally
given rJk P Epjqk , we have prLk,ĂWkq “ S˚k`1A˚k rZk whererZk “ ´ rZp1qk , . . . , rZpj´1qk , rZpjqk , rZpj`1qk , . . . , rZpk```1qk , rZpk```2qk , . . . , rZpk`2``1qk ¯
is independent of S˚k`1 and A
˚
k , and has a Dirichletp1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1, wpd1q{β, . . . , wpd`q{βq dis-
tribution. Hence,
E
”
f
´rLk,ĂWk¯1t rJkPEpjqk uı “ βk ` βE ”f ´S˚k rZk¯ˇˇˇ rJk P Epjqk ı .
We now consider the RHS of (A.4). We condition on Jk P Epjqk , and apply Lemma 3.8 and Propo-
sition 3.2(iv) to obtain
E
”
f
´
L
p1q
k , . . . , L
pk```1q
k ,W
p1q
k , . . . ,W
p`q
k
¯
1tJkPEpjqk u
ı
“ β
k ` βE
”
f pSkZkq
ˇˇˇ
Jk P Epjqk
ı
where Sk „ MLpβ, k ` βq is independent of
Zk “
´
Z
p1q
k , . . . , Z
pj´1q
k , Z
pjq
k , Z
pj`1q
k , . . . , Z
pk```1q
k , Z
pk```2q
k , . . . , Z
pk`2``1q
k
¯
and Zk „ Dirichletp1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1, wpd1q{β, . . . , wpd`q{βq. Hence, we conclude (A.4).
• Proof of (A.5). Consider now the LHS of (A.5). We follow the lines of the proof of (A.4). Condi-
tionally given rJk “ rvj , the mass split (A.6) has distribution
Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, wpd1q, . . . , wpdj´1q, 1` wpdjq, wpdj ` 1q, . . . , wpd`qq . (A.9)
By (i), the mass rµkprvjq is split by an independent vector pQk, 1´Qkq „ Dirichlet pβ,wpdjq ` 1´ βq
into a new unmarked pβ, βq-string of beadsˆrµk`1 ´Epk`l`2qk`1 ¯´β Epk```2qk`1 , rµk`1 ´Epk```2qk`1 ¯´1 rµk`1æEpk```2qk`1
˙
attached to rvj and the mass rµk`1prvjq, i.e. rµk`1pEpk```2qk`1 q “ Qkrµkprvjq, rµk`1prvjq “ p1´Qkqrµkprvjq.
By (i), Proposition 4.4 and the induction hypothesis, we get ĂW pi´pk```2qqk`1 “ rµk`1prvi´pk```2qqβM piqk`1
for i P rk` 2`` 2szrk` `` 2s, i ‰ j`pk` `` 2q and rLpiqk`1 “ rµk`1 ´Epiqk`1¯βM piqk`1 for i P rk` `` 2s
where the random variables M
piq
k`1 „ MLpβ, βq for i P rk ` ` ` 2s, M piqk`1 „ MLpβ,wpdi´pk```2qqq
for i P rk ` 2`` 2szrk ` `` 2s, i ‰ j ` pk ` `` 2q and M piqk`1 „ MLpβ,wpdi´pk```2qq ` p1´ βqq for
i “ j ` pk ` `` 2q, are independent of the mass split (A.9). By Proposition 4.4, ĂW pjqk “ B˚kĂW pjqk`1,
where B˚k „ Betappdj ´ 2qp1{β ´ 1q, 1{β ´ 2q is independent of ĂW pjqk`1. Note that ĂW piqk`1 “ ĂW piqk for
i ‰ j, rLpiqk`1 “ rLpiqk for i P rk ` ` ` 1s, and hence, S˚k`1 ´ S˚k “ rLpk```2qk`1 ` ´ĂW pjqk`1 ´ĂW pjqk ¯. By
Proposition 3.1, S˚k “ A˚kS˚k`1 where S˚k`1 „ ML pβ, k ` 1` βq and A˚k „ Betapk{β ` 2, 1{β ´ 1q
are independent. The rest of the proof of (A.5) is analogous to the proof of (A.4).
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A.2. Proof of Theorem 4.18
We first consider the evolution of marked subtrees pRpiqk , k ě 1q, i ě 1. Recall the notation in Algorithm
4.2. Given that Rpiqk has size m, i.e. kpiqm ď k ď kpiqm`1 ´ 1, we denote the edges and the edge lengths of
Rpiqk by
Em,i “
´
E
p1q
m,i, . . . , E
p2m´1q
m,i
¯
, Lm,i “
´
L
p1q
m,i, . . . , L
p2m´1q
m,i
¯
, (A.10)
respectively, where we note that Rpiqk is a binary tree, i.e. it has 2m ´ 1 edges for kpiqm ď k ď kpiqm`1 ´ 1.
Recall that E
pjq
m,i is an internal edge of Rpiqk if 1 ď j ď m´ 1, and an external edge if m ď j ď 2m´ 1.
Lemma A.1 (Mass split in marked subtrees). Let pT ˚k , pRpiqk , i ě 1q, µ˚k , k ě 0q be as in Algorithm 4.2,
and fix some i ě 1. Then, for m ě 1, conditionally given kpiqm “ k, the relative mass split in Rpiqk given by
µ˚k
´
Rpiqk
¯´1 ´
µ˚k
´
E
p1q
m,i
¯
, . . . , µ˚k
´
E
pm´1q
m,i
¯
, µ˚k
´
E
pmq
m,i
¯
, . . . , µ˚k
´
E
p2m´1q
m,i
¯¯
(A.11)
has a Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, 1´ 2β, . . . , 1´ 2βq distribution and is independent of µ˚kpRpiqk q and of the mass
split in T ˚k zRpiqk . Furthermore, for j P r2m´ 1s,ˆ
µ˚k
´
E
pjq
m,i
¯´β
E
pjq
m,i, µ
˚
k
´
E
pjq
m,i
¯´1
µ˚kæEpjqm,i
˙
(A.12)
is a pβ, θq-strings of beads, where θ “ β for j P rm ´ 1s and θ “ 1 ´ 2β for j P r2m ´ 1szrm ´ 1s.
The strings of beads (A.12) are independent of each other and of the mass split in Rpiqk given by (A.11).
Conditionally given that k
piq
m`1 “ k1,
µ˚k1
´
Rpiqk1
¯
“
´
1´Qpiqm
¯
µ˚k
´
Rpiqk
¯
(A.13)
where Q
piq
m „ Betapβ,mp1´ βq ` 1´ 2βq is independent of Rpiqk1 normalised to unit mass.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 4.4, and Proposition 3.2(ii). To see (A.13), note that
Rpiqk1 zRpiqk “ Ep2mqm`1,i and that µ˚k1pEp2mqm`1,iq “ γkµ˚kpJ˚k q where γk „ Betap1 ´ 2β, βq is independent, and
apply Proposition 3.2(i)-(ii).
Corollary A.2 (Length split in marked subtrees). In the setting of Lemma A.1, let rSm,i“řjPr2m´1s Lpjqm,i
denote the total length of Rpiq
k
piq
m
, m ě 1. Then, conditionally given kpiqm “ k,´
L
p1q
m,i, . . . , L
pm´1q
m,i , L
pmq
m,i , . . . , L
p2m´1q
m,i
¯
“ µ˚k
´
Rpiqk
¯β
Sm,i ¨
´
Z
p1q
m,i, . . . , Z
pm´1q
m,i , Z
pmq
m,i , . . . , Z
p2m´1q
m,i
¯
(A.14)
where µ˚kpRpiqk q, Sm,i „ MLpβ, pm´ 1qp1´ βq ` 1´ 2βq and´
Z
p1q
m,i, . . . , Z
pm´1q
m,i , Z
pmq
m,i , . . . , Z
p2m´1q
m,i
¯
„ Dirichlet p1, . . . , 1, 1{β ´ 2, . . . , 1{β ´ 2q
are independent. In particular, rSm,i “ µ˚kpRpiqk qβSm,i. Furthermore, for m ě 1,rSm,i “ Bm,i rSm`1,i (A.15)
where Bm,i „ Betapmp1{β ´ 1q, 1{β ´ 2q and rSm`1,i are independent, i.e. the sequence of lengths of each
marked subtree is a Markov chain with the same transition rule as the Mittag-Leffler Markov chain with
parameter β{p1´ βq starting from MLpβ{p1´ βq, p1´ 2βq{p1´ βqq.
Proof. Fix i ě 1, and set Xj “ µ˚
k
piq
m
pEpjqm,iq, j P r2m´ 1s, so that
ř
jPr2m´1sXj “ µ˚kpiqm pR
piq
k
piq
m
q. By Lemma
A.1, the edge lengths L
pjq
m,i, j P r2m ´ 1s, are given by Lpjqm,i “ XβjM pjqm where M pjqm „ MLpβ, βq for
j P rm´ 1s, M pjqm „ MLpβ, 1´ 2βq for j P r2m´ 1szrm´ 1s, řjPr2m´1sXj and¨˝ ÿ
jPr2m´1s
Xj‚˛
´1
pX1, . . . , Xm´1, Xm, . . . X2m´1q „ Dirichlet pβ, . . . , β, 1´ 2β, . . . , 1´ 2βq
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are independent. We apply Proposition 3.1 with n “ 2m´ 1, θj “ β for j P rm´ 1s and θj “ 1´ 2β for
j P r2m´ 1szrm´ 1s to the vector
´
L
p1q
m,i, . . . , L
p2m´1q
m,i
¯
“
¨˝ ÿ
jPr2m´1s
Xj‚˛
β ¨˝˜
X1ř
jPr2m´1sXj
¸β
M p1qm , . . . ,
˜
X2m´1ř
jPr2m´1sXj
¸β
M p2m´1qm ‚˛
(A.16)
Then θ “ pm´ 1qp1´ βq ` 1´ 2β, and hence (A.14) follows.
To see (A.15), recall that E
p2mq
m`1,i “ Rpiqkpiqm`1zR
piq
k
piq
m
. By (A.16) for m ` 1, and Proposition 3.2(i)-(ii),
µ˚
k
piq
m
`Rpiq
k
piq
m
˘β
Sm,i “ Bm,iµ˚
k
piq
m`1
`Rpiq
k
piq
m`1
˘β
Sm`1,i where the variables Sm`1,i „ MLpβ,mp1´ βq ` 1´ 2βq,
Bm,i „ Betapmp1{β ´ 1q, 1{β ´ 2q and µ˚
k
piq
m`1
pRpiq
k
piq
m`1
q, are independent, i.e. rSm,i “ Bm,i rSm`1,i.
Proof of Theorem 4.18. (i) Consider a space Trms of weighted discrete R-trees pT , µq with m leaves la-
belled by rms and mass measure µ of total mass µpT q P p0, 1s, m ě 1, see e.g. [41, Section 3.3] for a formal
introduction. We define transition kernels κm from Trms to Trm`1s, m ě 1: given any pT , µq P Trms,
• select an edge E of T according to the normalised mass measure µpT q´1µ; given E, select an atom
J of µæE according to pβ, θq-coin tossing sampling where θ “ β if E is internal, and θ “ 1 ´ 2β if
E is external; this determines a selection probability pmpxq for each atom x P T ;
• given J , let γ „ Betap1´ 2β, βq be independent, and attach to J an independent pβ, 1´ 2βq-string
of beads with mass measure rescaled by γµpJq and metric rescaled by pγµpJqqβ , and label the new
leaf by m` 1.
We use the convention that if no atom is selected, we apply a scaling factor of 0. Note that, in our
setting with pβ, βq-strings of beads on internal edges and pβ, 1´ 2βq-strings of beads on external edges,
this does not happen almost surely. Denote by κmppT , µq, ¨q the distribution of the resulting tree. We
further consider the kernel κ0p¨q “ κ0pptρu, δρq, ¨q taking the singleton tree tρu of mass 1, and associating
a pβ, 1´ 2βq-string of beads with tρu. We will show that each process in (4.16) evolves according to the
transition kernels κm,m ě 1, starting from an independent pβ, 1´ 2βq-string of beads whose distribution
is given by κ0p¨q.
More formally, for ` ě 1 and some mi ě 1, i P r`s, we will show that
E
»–ź
iPr`s
fi
´´
Gpiqm , µpiqm
¯
,m P rmis
¯fifl
“
ź
iPr`s
ż ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
fi pR1, . . . , Rmiqκmi´1 pRmi´1, dRmiq ¨ ¨ ¨κ1 pR1, dR2qκ0 pdR1q (A.17)
for any bounded continuous functions fi : Tr1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Trmis Ñ R, i P r`s.
We first show the equation (A.17) for ` “ 1. For notational convenience, we write pGm, µmq “
pGp1qm , µp1qm q and f “ f1. We further use the notation ξβ,β and ξβ,1´2β for pβ, βq- and pβ, 1´ 2βq-strings of
beads, respectively, and recall that we denote by pmpxq the selection probability of x P T for T P Trms
using the edge selection rule in combination with coin tossing sampling, as described above. Bβ,1´2βp¨q
denotes the density of Betapβ, 1´ 2βq. We obtain,
E rf pG1, . . . ,Gm1qs “
ÿ
k
p1q
1 “1,kp1q2 ,...,kp1qm1
ż
ξ0
ÿ
vPξ0
µ0 pvq
ż
x1
Bβ,1´2βpx1q
ż
ξ1
p1´ µ0 pvq p1´ x1qqk
p1q
2 ´kp1q1 ´1 µ0 pvq p1´ x1q
ÿ
w1PR1
p1 pw1q
ż
x2
Bβ,1´2βpx2q
ż
ξ2
¨ ¨ ¨
¨˝
1´ µ0 pvq
ź
iPrm1´1s
p1´ xiq‚˛
kp1qm1´k
p1q
m1´1´1
µ0 pvq
ź
iPrm1´1s
p1´ xiq
ÿ
wm1´1PRm1´1
pm1´1 pwm1´1q
ż
xm1
Bβ,1´2βpxm1q
ż
ξm1
f pR1, . . . , Rm1q
P pξβ,1´2β P dξm1q dxm1 ¨ ¨ ¨P pξβ,1´2β P dξ2q dx2P pξβ,1´2β P dξ1q dx1P pξβ,β P dξ0q
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where
• µ0 is the mass measure of ξ0;
• R1 “ ξ1 with mass measure µp1q1 is the initial string of beads, and, for m ě 2, Rm with mass measure
µ
p1q
m is created by attaching to wm´1 P Rm´1 the string of beads ξm rescaled by the proportion
xm´1 of the mass of wm´1;
• the sequence pxi, i ě 1q is defined by x1 “ x1, xi “ 1´ µ
p1q
i´1pwi´1q
µ
p1q
i´1pRi´1q
p1´ xiq, i “ 2, . . . ,m1;
• the integrals are taken over the whole ranges of xi P r0, 1s and the subspaces of ξi P Tw that
correspond to strings of beads.
Note that µ0 pvqśiPrm´1sp1 ´ xiq is the relative remaining mass of the first marked component after
m transition steps have been carried out in this component.
We can move the sum over k
p1q
1 , . . . , k
p1q
m1 inside the integrals, and note that there is only one term
which depends on k
p1q
m1 . Moving the sum over k
p1q
m1 in front of this factor, we obtain
ÿ
k
p1q
m1
ěkp1qm1´1`1
¨˝
1´ µ0 pvq
ź
iPrm1´1s
p1´ xiq‚˛
kp1qm1´k
p1q
m1´1´1
µ0 pvq
ź
iPrm1´1s
p1´ xiq “ 1
as this is the sum over the probability mass function of a geometric random variable (there are infinitely
many insertions into the first marked component almost surely). We can proceed inductively and sum
the corresponding geometric probabilities over k
p1q
1 , . . . , k
p1q
m1´1 to obtain
E rf pG1, . . . ,Gm1qs “
ż
ξ0
ÿ
vPξ0
µ0 pvq
ż
x1
Bβ,1´2βpx1q
ż
ξ1
ÿ
w1PR1
p1 pw1q
ż
x2
Bβ,1´2βpx2q
ż
ξ2
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
wm1´1PRm1´1
pm1´1 pwm1´1q
ż
xm1
Bβ,1´2βpxm1q
ż
ξm1
f pR1, . . . , Rm1q
P pξβ,1´2β P dξm1q dxm1 ¨ ¨ ¨P pξβ,1´2β P dξ2q dx2P pξβ,1´2β P dξ1q dx1P pξβ,β P dξ0q .
We can now take the sum
ř
vPξ0 µ0pvq “ 1 and the outer integral, as the inner terms are independent
of µ0pvq and ξ0. This results in
E rf pG1, . . . ,Gm1qs “
ż
x1
Bβ,1´2βpx1q
ż
ξ1
ÿ
w1PR1
p1 pw1q
ż
x2
Bβ,1´2βpx2q
ż
ξ2
¨ ¨ ¨
ÿ
wm1´1PRm1´1
pm1´1 pwm1´1q
ż
xm1
Bβ,1´2βpxm1q
ż
ξm1
f pR1, . . . , Rm1q
P pξβ,1´2β P dξm1q dxm1 ¨ ¨ ¨P pξβ,1´2β P dξ2q dx2P pξβ,1´2β P dξ1q dx1.
We recognise the definition of the transition kernels κm,m ě 1, and rewrite this integral in the form
E rf pG1, . . . ,Gm1qs “
ż ż
¨ ¨ ¨
ż
f pR1, . . . , Rmqκm´1 pRm´1, dRmq ¨ ¨ ¨κ1 pR1, dR2qκ0 pdR1q
To see (A.17) in the general setting, we express the left-hand side in terms of the distribution of
pT0˚ , µ0˚ q and the two-colour transition kernels, which can be described via Algorithm 4.2, as a sum over
k
piq
j , j P rmis, i P r`s. Then we can proceed as follows.
• First integrate out irrelevant transitions which affect components i ě ` ` 1 and parts of earlier
transitions such as unmarked strings of beads after the creation of the `th component. These
transitions do not affect the marked components i P r`s.
• Move the sums over kp`qm` , . . . , kp`q2 inside the integrals. Notice that there is only one term depending
on k
p`q
m` , i.e. we obtain the sum over k
p`q
m` ě kplqm`´1, kplqm` ‰ kpiqj , j P rmis, i P r`´1s of the probabilities
of selecting the `th marked component at step k
p`q
m` , skipping indices k
piq
j of insertions into other
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marked components i P r`´ 1s, i.e.
ÿ
k
p`q
m`
ěkp`qm`´1`1,k
plq
m`
‰kpiqj ,jPrmis,iPr`´1s
¨˝
1´ µ
k
p`q
1 ´1 pv`q
ź
rPrm`´1s
´
1´ xp`qr
¯‚˛kpm,`q
µ
k
p`q
1 ´1 pv`q
ź
rPrm`´1s
´
1´ xp`qr
¯
,
where kpm, `q :“ kp`qm` ´ kp`qm`´1 ´#tkp`qm`´1 ă k ă kp`qm` : k “ kpiqj , j P rmis, i P r`´ 1su, and where the
sequences pxp`qi , i ě 1q and pxp`qi , i ě 1q are defined as pxi, i ě 1q and pxi, i ě 1q, respectively. Note
that
µ
k
p`q
1 ´1 pv`q
ź
rPrm´1s
´
1´ xp`qr
¯
is the mass of the `th marked component after m transition steps have been carried out in this
component. As we have a sum over the probability mass function of a geometric random variable,
no matter when insertions into components i P r` ´ 1s happen, this sum is 1. We can proceed
inductively down to k
p`q
2 .
• The sum over the insertion point v` is just a sum over the bead selection probabilities
µ
k
p`q
1 ´1pv`q, k
p`q
1 ě kp`´1q1 ` 1,
which sum to the probability of creating the `th component (no matter what the sizes of the other
components are at this step). The sum over k
p`q
1 is not geometric but it is a sum over the probabilities
of success in a Bernoulli sequence with increasing success probability. This sum is again 1 (as we
will open the `th marked component with probability one).
• We can put the integrals over the ingredients for the `th subtree growth process in front of the
other integrals, as they do not depend on anything else.
• Inductively, for j “ ` ´ 1, . . . , 1, repeat these steps to lose all sums over insertion times kpjqi and
first insertion points vi, i P r`s.
• Finally, the integrand of the outer integral over the distribution of ξ0 is constant, so the integral
can be dropped. We obtain precisely the product form of the right-hand side (A.17).
(ii) Note that, by Lemma A.1 (and Proposition 4.4), for each i and k “ kpiqm ´1 for some m ě 1, we are
in the situation of Lemma 3.6 with n “ 2m´1, θ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ θm´1 “ β, θm “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ θ2m´1 “ 1´2β, α “ β.
We recover Algorithm 1.2 with index β1 “ β{p1´ βq and the “wrong” starting length MLpβ, 1´ 2βq, cf.
Corollary A.2.
(iii) First, note that, by Corollary A.2, the lengths of the trees C
piq
m Rpiq
k
piq
m
do not depend on µ˚
k
piq
m
pRpiq
k
piq
m
q.
Fix some i ě 1 and recall from Lemma A.1 that there are independent random variables Qpiqm „
Betapβ,mp1´ βq ` 1´ 2βq such that
µ˚
k
piq
m`1
ˆ
Rpiq
k
piq
m`1
˙
“
´
1´Qpiqm
¯
µ˚
k
piq
m
´
Rpiq
k
piq
m
¯
, m ě 1.
Define P
piq
1 :“ Qpiq1 „ Betapβ, 2 ´ 3βq, and, for m ě 1, define P piqm :“ Qpiq1 Qpiq2 ¨ ¨ ¨Qpiqm´1Qpiqm , where
Q “ 1 ´ Q for any random variable Q. Note that P piqm is the proportion of the mass of µ˚
k
piq
1
pRpiq
k
piq
1
q
attached to the pm` 1qst leaf of the ith marked component.
We recognise the stick-breaking construction (3.4) of a PDp1 ´ β, 1 ´ 2βq vector pP piqm ,m ě 1qÓ, and
obtain the corresponding p1´ βq-diversity Hpiq by
Hpiq “ lim
mÑ8
¨˝
1´
ÿ
jPrms
P
piq
j
‚˛1´β p1´ βq´p1´βqmβ „ ML p1´ β, 1´ 2βq , (A.18)
as in (3.7). Now fix some m0 ě 1 and let k ě kpiqm0 . We consider the reduced tree
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R
´
Cpiqm Rpiqkpiqm ,Ω
piq
1 , . . . ,Ω
piq
m0
¯
(A.19)
spanned by the root vi and the leaves Ω
piq
1 , . . . ,Ω
piq
m0 of Rpiqk . Recall from (i), Corollary A.2 and Propo-
sition 4.3 that the shape and the Dirichletp1, . . . , 1, 1{β ´ 2, . . . , 1{β ´ 2q length split between the edges
E
piq
m0,i
, . . . , E
p2m0´1q
m0,i
of Rpiq
k
piq
m0
are as required for the reduced tree associated with a Ford CRT of index
β1. Scaling by Cpiqm only affects the total length of the reduced tree (A.19). We will show that the total
length of (A.19) scaled by C
piq
m converges a.s. to some S1m0 „ MLpβ1,m0 ´ β1q, which is the total length
of the reduced tree spanned by the root and the first m0 leaves of a Ford CRT of index β
1, i.e. that
lim
mÑ8Leb
´
R
´
Cpiqm Rpiqkpiqm ,Ω
piq
1 , . . . ,Ω
piq
m0
¯¯
“ S1m0 „ ML
`
β1,m0 ´ β1
˘
where we will use that
Cpiqm :“ p1´ βqβm´β
2{p1´βqµ˚
k
piq
m
´
Rpiq
k
piq
m
¯´β “
¨˝
1´
ÿ
jPrms
P
piq
j
‚˛´β p1´ βqβm´β2{p1´βqµ˚
k
piq
1
ˆ
Rpiq
k
piq
1
˙´β
,
since 1 ´ řjPrms P piqj “ µ˚kpiqm pRpiqkpiqm q{µ˚kpiq1 pRpiqkpiq1 q. Hence limmÑ8Cipmq “ pHpiqq´β{p1´βqµ˚kpiq1 pRpiqk q´β a.s..
Note that Hpiq is independent of µ˚
k
piq
1
pRpiqk q as it only depends on the sequence of independent random
variables pQi, i ě 1q which is independent of µ˚
k
piq
1
pRpiqk q.
The shape of Rpiq
k
piq
m
has the same distribution as the shape of Fm where pFm,m ě 1q is a Ford tree
growth process of index β1. In particular, we already know that the number of edgesNm`2m0´1,m ě m0,
of the reduced trees (A.19) as a subset of Rpiq
k
piq
m
behaves like the number of tables in a pβ1,m0´ β1q-CRP,
started at m0, i.e. by (3.3),
lim
mÑ8 pm´m0q
´β{p1´βq
Nm “ lim
mÑ8m
´β{p1´βqNm “ S1m0 a.s. (A.20)
where S1m0 „ MLpβ1,m0´β1q. By Lemma A.1, we conclude that, in the limit, the length of Rpiqkpiqm0 is given
by
lim
mÑ8µ
˚
k
piq
m
´
Rpiq
k
piq
m
¯β ÿ
jPrNms
`
X 1j
˘β
M pjq “ µ˚
k
piq
m0
ˆ
Rpiq
k
piq
m0
˙β
Sm0,i “ rSm0,i (A.21)
where X 1 :“ pX 11, . . . , X 1m´1, X 1m, . . . , X 12m´1q „ Dirichletpβ, . . . , β, 1 ´ 2β, . . . , 1 ´ 2βq, µ˚kpiqm pR
piq
k
piq
m
q,
pNm,m ě 1q and the i.i.d. random variables M pjq „ MLpβ, βq, j ě 1, are independent.. Note that
we do not consider the lengths of the m0 external edges leading to the leaves of the reduced tree (A.19)
and the initial m0 ´ 1 internal edges, which does not affect the asymptotics. We will use the represen-
tation of a Dirichlet vector X 1 „ Dirichletpβ, . . . , β, 1´ 2β, . . . , 1´ 2βq in terms of independent Gamma
variables, i.e.
X 1 d“Y ´1 `Y1, . . . , Ym´1, Y 11 , . . . , Y 1m˘
for independent i.i.d. sequences pYj , j ě 1q, pY 1j , j ě 1q with Y1 „ Gammapβ, 1q, Y1 „ Gammap1´ 2β, 1q,
and Y “ řjPrm´1s Yj `řjPrms Y 1j „ Gammappm´ 1qp1´ βq ` 1´ 2β, 1q. By (A.21),
Cpiqm rSm0,i “ Cpiqm µ˚kpiqm ´Rpiqkpiqm ¯β
¨˝ ÿ
jPrNm`pm0´1qs
`
X 1j
˘β
M pjq `
m0´1ÿ
j“0
`
X 1j`m
˘β
M
pjq‚˛
where M j , j ě 1, are i.i.d. with M p1q „ MLpβ, 1´2βq and independent of X 1 and Nm, m ě 1, and hence
C
piq
m
rSm0,i has the same distribution as
Nm p1´ βqβ
mβ{p1´βq
¨˝
m´1
¨˝ ÿ
jPrm´1s
Yj `
ÿ
jPrms
Y 1j ‚˛˛‚
´β ¨˝
N´1m
¨˝ ÿ
jPrNm`pm0´1qs
Y βj M
pjq `
ÿ
jPrm0s
Y 1βj M
pjq‚˛˛‚.
(A.22)
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By the strong law of large numbers, we have limmÑ8N´1m
ř
jPrNms Y
β
j M
pjq
m “ ErY β1 M pjqm s “ 1 a.s.
since Nm Ñ 8 a.s., ErY β1 s “ Γp2βq{Γpβq, and where we use the first moment of the Mittag-Leffler
distribution (3.1). Furthermore, note that Y 2j :“ Yj ` Y 1j „ Gammap1´ β, 1q, j P rm´ 1s, are i.i.d., and
hence m´1přjPrm´1s Yj`řjPrms Y 1j q Ñ ErY 21 s “ 1´β a.s.. By (A.20), we conclude that the expression in
(A.22) converges to S1m0 a.s. where S
1
m0 „ MLpβ1,m0 ´ β1q. We already know that Rpiqkpiqm and the scaling
factor C
piq
m converge almost-surely, and hence, by Proposition 4.3,
lim
mÑ8C
piq
m Rpiqkpiqm0 “ F
piq
m0 a.s.
for pF piqm ,m ě 1q are i.i.d. Ford tree growth processes of index β1, i.e. (ii) follows as m0 Ñ8.
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